lTURE’S grand restora>,
MIS Vegetable Medicine stands..'
led for the following complXj*
W» or Indigestion ; DinJfr
OUS Disorders; Jaundice; DnJJ1*
Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic • W
ns in the Side, Stomach, andB^
'
ppetite ; Colds and C&ughs •
2X„ “ “>

'his medicine is of a warming 4
invigorating nature : whereas h?
wn many other cathartics haw
opposite tendency; and it has a S
11 influence, exceeded by no J1*
i, in removing Nervous complain?
isant to take, and in its operation i '
hat it may be administered to th.*
nt with safety.
1116
CERTIFICATES.
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19 io,
)r. Charles Holman,—About thrfc;
5e’ I was induced to try a bottle of
iure s Grand Restorative, for a comn'
stomach, to which 1 had been*
jbably occasioned by an obstruct,
tie ot the unimportant organs) I
at relief from the use of it, and evei
re kept it in my house as a famih.
eits beneficial effects have been e

WILLIAM WALK®.
[, the subscriber, of Portsmouth N n
reby certify that my son was afflicted,
! scrofulous humor, for two years
ve in the same time used many me’di
sommended for said complaint wifU
ion of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea,
to no effect until I was induced J
'• Charles Holman, who recommeW
iture’s Grand Restorative and after ®
e bottle only my son was restored tot
n health. I therefore conceive itaJ
ve to the public to recommend this |
le for the above complaint and likewi
stiveness and generally as the bestfr
edicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
JOSIAH WEBS'®
This may certify that my wife hadbees
veral years afflicted with a cough oceis
ly, and had a seated hard one, for tw
ree months, so that she could not«
night, she obtained some relief from
ne prescribed by an able Physician,jti
as apparently rapidly going into a coin
)n. While in this state I heard of Holt,
ature’s Grand Restorative, purchased
>ttle ; she began to be relieved, within;
• two from taking this, and in two»
ir cough was entirely cured, andferi
.onths since she has enjoyed better Is
tail she has for a number of years k
ith no return of her cough. Not onex
Jttie was used. Rochester, May 23,11
GERSHOM HOI
VEGETABLE POWDERS,
THESE Powders are a most wi
imposition for young or old, male orfa
'hey are useful and safe for violent di
ers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice,
i the stomach and bowels, dysentary.t
>ss of appetite, cold hands and feel,|
ition of the heart, rheumatism, fema1«
iaints, caused by colds, and all tindi«
tors.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMEM
rHIS Ointment stands at the head
remedies for the following di
zhich human nature is heir to, viz.
latism, both Chronic and inSaffliei
rout—Sprains—Bruises, and contra^
ons of long standing.
It discusses all tumors—renders slit
imber by producing a healthy must
ion.
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses
ng equals it in swelled and inflamedi
n females if applied in its early staj
ents suppuration or matter fermii|
jives in all cases immediate ease irou
certificates of this fact could be gm
sessary.
This remedy is offered to the puM
he full assurance that it far excels l
leldocs and liniments of the present I
he above diseases.—A trial is only
o give it the decided preference li
hing else. Many physicians of et
rave used this ointment and extol its
CERTIFICATE.
I the undersigned certify that mj
;er aged 7 years was violently attad
a pain in her knee, which caused the
to contract so as to draw the leg»
similar to a person kneeling—we 1«
larmed for her fate—were recon»
try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” iP
mediately procured and applied,-#
astonishment, speedy relief was obtii
in a very short time the muscles«!!
laxed that the limb became perfei
stored.—1829.
(
ROBERT GUK
Portsmouth, N. H. 1831.
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic A
mlllS ELIXIR is useful in alli
J_ pain if taken inwardly
ternally.
,
In cases of common head-achM
head and snuff it up the nosey!J
ally relieve in a few minutes. Ha
the mouth for the tooth-ache, W
ton-wool and put it on the tooth ;«»
erally relieve in a short time.
When the joints are swelled or p
Rheumatism, rubbing themi with ’
will relieve the pain and bring
swelling. When a joint ¡satrap
it with this Elixir the pam will be
the swelling taken down, an
restored.
, ncaj
People troubled with weakness8
their backs, may be cured by M»,
this Elixir two or three times ad J ,
In cases of pain in fflestoroacb
by taking from half to a whole I*
oJ by bathing the parts affected, W
soon be removed.
Vegetable Bitters.
This preparation is calculated
the bile and create an aPPet,H
the digestive powers ;
both as a restorative and to pre
O=The above medicines ar r
and for sale by CHARLES HOb^
hallow street, Portsmouth,J
be found a genera as®orl^®%
medicines, and also.by ® j
tiemen
At Kennebunk,
at Wells, by Joseph Wilson,
by Timothy Walcott,
phen Wingate and R.
J
!h. Wheeler and Asa A. 1111
David Griffith.
,.
All directions signed ip
ting*of the Pr°Prie(^ARLES

January 1, 1835«
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Accounts from Siam inform us that the Si THE HON. GEORGE POINDEXTER.
FOREIGN NEWS.
The Farmer.—The farmer should
amese were fitting out a large naval expedi
have a thorough knowledge of soils, and
LATEST FROM FRANCE.
In the Senate—‘March 2, 1835.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
tion to renew hostilities with Cochin China.
the best and most improved methods of
The packet ship Francois I., which arri
JAMES K. REMICH.
In
the
evening session of this day, the fol
cultivation ; he should be ready to ved at New York from Havre, brings advi[From the Portland Advertiser.]
Office'on the Main-Street,-opposite theMeeting-House.
lowing proceeding took place, in which the
adopt
the
improvements
that
tend
to
ves from Paris to the evehing of March 12.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
GOOD NEWS FROM QUEBEC.
Senate have indignantly set the seal of rep
expense, The following extract of a letter, received
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— the saving of labour and the
We understand that Gov. Dunlap has re robation on the atrocious plot against the
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
and the increasing of products. If there in the city, from a source entitled to confi ceived a letter from Lord Alymer, the Gov character of Mr. Poindexter, the Senator
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub is a way to make two blades of grass dence, which we are permitted to copy, con ernor General of British America, at Que from Mississippi :
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
grow, (and there are many such ways,) firms the account of the reorganization of the bec, stating in substance that he and his
Mr. Smith made the following report :
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
French Ministry, and of the favorable pros government are ready to meet ours in a
-any error in any advertisement beyond the amount where but one grew before, he should
The Select Committee to whom was re
pects
of
the
indemnity
bill.
—
Boston
Adv.
charged for its insertion.
survey of the route for the proposed Rail ferred the communication of the Hon. George
know it and give himself and his coun
Paris, march 12, 1835.
Road from our Atlantic Sea Board to Que Poindexter, respectfully report :
try the benefit of it. if a breed of stock
We are informed to-day; that the diffi
MISCELLANEOUS.
That with an anxious desire to ascertain
is found, more kind for milk or fat, than culties respecting the Ministry are at length bec, whenever our government shall appoint
the necessary Surveyors and Engineers.
Elegant Extract.—Marriage is to he had before, his attention should be surmounted, and that the following arrange The Report in our Legislature on this sub the truth concerning the grave matters sub
mitted to them, they proceeded to take such
woman at once, the happiest and sad alive to the subject.
ment is made, which will appear in the ject, we are informed, has attracted theat- testimony as they considered calculated to
Every
farmer,
who
has
natural
un

Moniteur tomorrow. The ^¡listers remain tention of the Quebec & Montreal papers, elucidate the facts; and, having carefully
dest event of her life ; it is the promise
off future bliss raised on the death of all derstanding, ought to be a well inform- as they were, with the cbanfi- of Mr. De who have republished it, & commented examined the same, submit the following re
present enjoyment.
She quits her, ed man, in reading and thinking, in Rigny being transferred to the V . r Depart upon it at some length. The Montreal port as the result of their investigations ;
«pp^fitfeT^inh purple fe“l but
imerest in it. as they an; n g ~th ' great pleasure to say, that
home—her parents—her companions theory and practice ; such we all ought ment, aMr. De
---- her amusements----- every thing on to he and such the farmers of this coun ter of Foreign Affairs and President of the have comparativ'uTy an easy bommunication id every^ct and qonclusion hereinafter set
Council.
This will be favorable to the A- with the Atlantic fia New-York. But
But the
the forth the committee was unanimous.
which she has hitherto depended for try can be.—Janes,
mfcrican question, and the report of the Com- Quebec people look to this city as their
At the first meeting of the committee,
comfort—for affection—for kindness—
Dairy Secret, Have ready two pans mittee will probably be mfide in a few days, grant| outlet and inlet, particularly in the Mr Tyler and Mr. Wright were appointed
for pleasure. The parents by whose
and we have no doubt that that law will be winter,
•--•••
• of-spring, and the months
October a sub-committee to wait upon the President,
advice she has been guided—the sister in boiling water; and on the new milk’s voted by a large majority.
and November. The republication of the and respectfully request him to furnish the
coming
to
the
dairy,
take
the
hot
pans
to whom she has dared to impart the
A letter published in the New York pa report in our Legislature in the Quebec affidavits of Mordecai Foy and David Stew
very embryo throught and feeling—the out of the water, put the milk into one pers states that the report of the Committee newspapers, with the interest felt by the art, together with any information in his
brother who has played with her by of them, and cover it with the other. would be made on the 22d or 23d March & Quebec public in the establishment of such possession relative to the subject matter of
turns, the counsellor, and the counselled This will occasion great augmentation adds, “ No doubt whatever of its passage.” a communication, induced Lord Alymer to enquiry.
The Paris papers give the following :
—and the younger children to whom in the thickness and quality of the
enter upon the subject with zeal,—and
These gentlemen made a written report
The Tribunal de Premiere Instance pro therefore, he has tendered a co-operation in to the committee of their interview with the
she has hitherto been the mother and cream.
nounced judgment on the 6ih March, in the a survey, to the Governor of Maine. Prob President. (See doc. A.) They also ob
lhe playmate—-every former tie is
Remedy for Lice and Ticks in Sheep.— long pending suit of Madame Malibran ably Lord Alymer, as Governor of Lower tained the original affidavits of Foy and
loosened—the spring of every action
Garcia against her husband for a divorce.
is to be changed ; and yet she flies Mr. Coke’s receipt for dressing all his It appears from this judgment that Mille Canada, has under his command a corps Stewart, copies of which, marked B. and
of Engineers attached to the army stationed C., are hereto annexed.
flocks
previous
to
winter
was
as
fol

with joy in the untrodden path before
Garcia who was married at New York on at Quebec,—or has the power of defraying
The Committee readily unite in the dec
her ; buoyed up by the confidence of low : two pounds of tobacco; two the 23d March, 1826, to M. Malibran, was
the expense out of the income arising from laration, that the testimony taken before
pounds
and
a
half
of
soft
soap
;
i
one
requited love, she bids a fond and
born at Paris, of a Spanish father not natur the sale of the crown lands,—for it seems them, as far as it is applicable, fully sus
greateful adieu to the life that is past, pound of white mercury in powder; boil alized in France, and that M. Malibran was that he has the power to make the Canada tained the President in the statement which
and she turns with excited hopes and in eight gallons of water one hour; part an American by naturalization, and that the part of the survey without an appropriation he made to the sub-committee ; nor does it
joyous anticipations, of the happiness the wool once down each shoulder and marriage was celebrated before the French by the Colonial Legislature.
in any way appear from any evidence be
to come. Then woe to the man who breast, and twice along each side; ipto Consul. It appearing from documents pro
We are rejoiced that this movement in fore the committee, that the President had
could blight such fair hopes—who can which pour it; this quantity is enough duced, that according to the laws of both our State is so readily met by the highest any connexion with this affair, directly or
America and Spain, a marriage thus con authority in Canada,—a pledge that the im indirectly, other than that which he himself
treacherously lure such a heart from for forty sheep.— Young’s Annals.
tracted before a Consul of another nation is pulse given here has had a salutary effect in has avowed. The Committee will go even
its peaceful enjoyment, and the watch
The Philosopher outdone.—-A learned radically qull, and that either of the contract a quarter from whence we had the most to farther, and say that, considering the situa
ful protection of home—who can, cowphilosopher being very busy in his stu ing parties can sue for it to be set aside, the fear. Lord Alymer is the highest represen tion of hazard and danger in which he had
ard-like, break the illusions which have
dy, a little girl came to ask him for court declared the marriage absolutely null tative of the kingly power in North Ameri been placed, by the attempt of Lawrence
won her, and destroy the confidence
some fire. ‘ But,’ says the docter, ‘ you and void, and condemned M. Malibran to ca, and nominally has a command over all upon his life, it was but natural that the
which love had inspired. Woe be to
1 the provinces, Nova Scotia and New Bruns President should desire to have the whole
have nothing to take it in,’ and as he pay ihe costs.
him who has too early withdrawn the
At the sitting of the Court of Assizes in wick as well as the Canadas. The proffer matter explored; But the committee, while
was going to fetch something for that
tender plant from the props and stay of
Paris, on the 6th, M. Rouen, Editor of the
purpose, the little girl stooped down to National, was brought from Saint Pelagie, of a survey that he has so rapidly tendered, they use this declaration, as due to impar
moral discipline in which she has been
without even an official solicitation on our tial justice, will not withhold the expression
the fire-place, and taking some cold and arraigned for an offence against the
nurtured, and yet make no effort to
part, at the mere suggestion of a Report in
ashes
in
one hand, she then put live King’s person, in an article upon the Amer our Legislature, is the very strongest induce of their deep repugnance at the course of
supply their places, for on him rests
those who have gathered around him fas if
embers on them with the other.
ican Debt of twenty-five millions.
An ap ment to the people of Maine to advance, for no other purpose than to advance their
the responsibility of her errors--- on
The astonished docter threw down plication was to be made on behalf of M. and to prosecute the survey, at least, with own selfish viewsj to give to his feelings
him who has first taught her by his
his book, saying, ‘ With all my learn Rouen for a postponement of the trial till zeal. Let us have the survey, let us know and his judgment a false direction.
example to grow careless of her duty,
ing I should never have found out that certain documents he had sent forto Ameri< the expense, and ascertain whether a route
The committee are fully satisfied that the
and then exposed her with a weakened
cacould arrive, but the motion being refused, can be found,—and then we will argue the design and tendency of the publication of
experiment.
’
spirit and unsatisfied heart to the rude
he declared that he «pade default, and was question of its expediency as compared with the said affidavits, was to fix upon the Hom
storms and wild temptations of a sinful
accordingly
sentenced to twelve months im the expense, upon good and sufficient data. George Poindexter “ the most infamous of
‘ Taking the Advantage.’—“ What a
world.—Dacre, a Kovel,
We have conversed to-day with a gentle all crimes, that of having been accessary be
capital fellow you’d make to pick prisonment and a fine of 10,000 francs.
man
from Quebec, who left that city on fore the fact, to an attempt to take the life
cherries !” said a wag to a man whose
FROM CHINA.
The Husband.—The fond protes proboscis was shaped something like a
Friday last, and who came via the Canada of the Chief Magistrate by the hand of an
The New York Jour, of Commerce gives Road, bound for New York, to embark for assassin.”
ting love of a devoted husband, is like parrot’s bill. “Why so ?” said the
After a thorough investigation
extracts
from Canton papers to Nov. 11, England, who states that he came this way of the whole case, the Committee find that
the tall and stately poplar, that rears other.
“ Because you could hook
in preference to the Montreal way, so as to the charge rests solely upon the evidence of
its graceful foliage beside some happy your nose on a limb and pick with both and from Singapore to the 2?th.
show
his friends in Canada, that the route said Mordecai Foy and David Stewart.
[From
the
Canton
Register,
Nov.
4.]
cot, to which its leafy honors afford re
hands.
A severe Edict has just come out, of could be travelled in the spring. He met with
Foy, in his affidavit, states that he has
viving shade, while its spreading bran
which we have not obtained a translation, but few obstructions,— but has got on thus seen Richard Lawrence go into Gov. Poin
ches shelter the ipelodiotas songsters of
Learning Latin.—A young lad was prohibiting all dealing between foreigners far as rapidly as could be expected. As dexter’s dwelling-house and return at differ
the verdant grove, who within its hal
sent to learn the Latin Tongue. But and {outside) Chinese merchants or shop soon as this route is better known, travellers ent times ; particularly on Tuesday previ
lowed precincts nurture their callow as he was more fond of his top and men who are not of the Cohong. For the will resort to it from all parts of the north ous to his attempt to assassinate the Presi
brood unmolested by the wanton tyran marbles than he was of his Latin, it moment it has excited no small dismay ern and middle States. The travellers who dent.
ny of school boy pranks.
Stewart states, in his affidavit, that about
may readily be supposed that he was among these people, but the general opin- go to the St. Lawrence from the Springs,
Oh ! ’tis the effulgent Ægean shield, not a proficient in that language. He ion is that its provisions are too severe and and who deem it a necessary part of their the last of December, 1834, or the 1st of
which casts far and wide its bright de returned home with as much Latin in restrictive to admit of their being literally travel to visit the far-famed city of Quebec, January, 1835, he saw Richard Lawrence
enforced ; and that it will turn out to be a are very unwilling to go back over the same go into the dwelling-house of Senator Poin
fensive rays around the timid, shrink his head as when he started.
Going
ing form of the best, most tenderly be into the barn yard he met his father, mere paper prohibition, as its predecessors route, and would gladly return to the States dexter, on Four and a Half street; and that
by the Maine route, if conveniences for trav on Tuesday, before the attempt to assassin
loved object of his warm heart’s pristine who kindly received him and after a of the like nature have hitherto been.
elling are held out to them. Stage propri ate the President of the United States, he
Business
goes
on
quietly
;
but
by
no
lové and veneration.
considerable time had elapsed, he ask
etors should therefore do all they can to at saw the said Poindexter and said Lawrence
The hallowed affection of such a ed his son if he made any figure in means with the same degree of activity,
which we have been wont to see at this sea tract travel there by advertising far and in the passage of said house in conversation.
husband, is the faroffgoal to which the Latin. ‘ O yes,’ replied the artful fel son of the year. One of the most active of wide, and by insuring regularity in the
The committee are of opinion that the
adoring wife’s most ardent wishes fly, low, for it was found he had learnt to the Hong Merchants, who was imprisoned means of conveyance. Let them look to it. statements contained in the foregoing affida
borne upon the strong, untiring pinion be more cunning than wise. ‘Well,’ 2^ months ago, on the absurd pretence of
vits are the only material ones, going, in
of woman’s faithful and unending love. said the father, ‘ what is the Latin of Lord Napier having come up from Wham
Edmund Roberts, Esq, of Portsmouth, any respect, to implicate Gov. Poindexter
Cheered by the smile of such a fault fork ;’ pointing to one in the barn /ard. poa in the boat of a ship secured by him,
N. H. is to sail shortly in a sloop of war to in the criminal conduct of said Lawrence.
less being, the envious summer’s parch 1 That is forkibus,’ replied the simple continues still in confinement.
It is a principle of law commending itself
Siam, charged with presents to the King of
ing heat, the ruthless winter’s pinching son. ‘ What is the Latin of dung,’ con Goy. Loo has received the Emperor’s reply that country; with whom we some time since to the mind of every one, that a fact from
cold to her impart no pang, they pass tinued the father. ‘ Why that is dung- to his despatch announcing fhe departure of concluded a treaty. He thence proceeds to which an inference of guilt is to be made,
the frigates, expressive of satisfaction on the
must first be established by competent testi
unheeded by her well defended head, ibus,’ answered the son.
‘ What is occasion ; but the language used is of that Cochin-China to form' a commercial ar mony ; and that the fact, when thus estab
light as the fleecy cloud : unregarded the Latin of cart,’ says the father.
rangement similar to that subsisting with
as zephyr’s balmy breath. Supported That is cartibus,’ replied the blockhead. qualified nature, which leads him to expect Siam. [We rather “ guess,”—but we don’t lished, must be irreconcilable with the in
that he will still be removed from his high know for certain—that among the presents nocence of the accused.
by his manly form, what sorrow can
The father now, as the saying is, office on the grounds of dissatisfaction for
The committee proceeded to examine
are two splendid sabres—so finely tempered
assail, what anxious care invade her ‘ smelt the rat,’ and said to his son— merly announced to him.
in metal, and so rich and beautiful in their said Foy, who testified that the dwellingbosom’s calm repose ? Serene as the ‘ jist take that air forkibus, and put
SINGAPORE, NOV. 20.
mountings, which are of pure dnd rffassive house of said Poindexter adjoined the dwel
surface of the glassy lake, unruffled by that are dungibus into that air cartibus ;
Mauritius papers were yesterday received gold—that Richard Cœur de Lion and Sal ling-house of Mr. Frost. He further stated
the storm’s rude blasts, her peaceful if you don’t I will give you a confound to the 9th of July. The arrival of the
adin might have gloried in the use of them that he had never seen Mr. Poindexter in
hours speed on pleasure’s wing.
American brig Margaret Oakley is reported, in the tournament. Such sabres we saw at company with Lawrence in his life ; that
ed lickibus.’
How beautiful is such a man ! How
commanded by Capt. Benj. Morrell, of Marquand’s some weeks since, and from he had seen said Lawrence go into the
much more rare than beautiful ! Oh
Jacquemont, in his letters 1 from India,’ whom a long account is given in the Gazette their superb workmanship,—the sheaths be house of said Frost three or four times ; that
^tis a sight that angels might delight to states that he preserved his health and was de Maurice. The special destination of the ing of pure gold, embossed with various ar the only time he ever saw said Lawrence
fix their lingering gaze upon, lost in enabled to bear all kinds of exposure, by Margaret is a mystery. All that is known morial devices, and the blades of Damascus enter the house of Gov. Poindexter, was on
mute rapture and admiring awe. Mu being temperate in eating and abstaining is that she proceeds towards the Pacific steel, with oriental emblems,—that we the Tuesday previous to his attempt to as
tually giving and receiving strength, the totally from spirituous liquors.—While the Ocean, and that the voyage has been under doubted not the object for which the Mar- sassinate the President, between 8 and 9 of
blissful pair tread life’s thorny path, English, he says, laughed at his milk and taken for the purpose of establishing a new quands had made them, or their destina the clock, A. M. ; that he did not see Law
rence in conversation with any one ; that
on light fantastic toe gaily tripping on, sugared water, he in return laughed when trade with certain islands in those latitudes, tion.]—N. Y. Com. Adv,
he was not in the house at that time more
formerly
discovered
by
the
captain
himself,
they
were
buried
;
“
pickled
in
cbampaigne,
unmindful of all, of care, woe----- -his
and of which he alone knows the geograph
The notorious Joseph Ady, who has for than two or t>hree minutes before he came
or
preserved
in
brandy
and
mercury,
which
powerful arm each dangerous briar
their doctors give, them by the half pound.” ical situation. He describes their riches as so many years levied contributions on the out ; that he did not see Gov. Poindexter
removes; her delicate fingers present
inexhaustible, and he returns to them with cockneys by addressing circulars to persons, that morning ; that, at the time he gave his
to his refreshed senses each beauteous
A man by the name of John Smith, an a native, a son of the King of one of the offering on payment of 20s to communicate affidavit, he did not know in which of the
flower that sheds its perfume on their Irishman, was found dead in this village on islands whom he had taken to New York, something to their advantage, has after sev two houses Gov. Poindexter lived, and said
illuminated way1.
Monday morning last. A Coroner’s In and who is now sufficiently civilized to act eral fruitless attempts, been convicted and so at the Justice’s, nor does he now know

SotneiHtnS ®a?ttte
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

The Caspian sea, which in part di
vides Europe and Asia, is the largest
lake in the world. Its area is compu
ted to be 150,000 square miles. It is
a remarkable fact, that the surface of
this lake is three hundred feet bfiow
the level of the ocean.
American Magazine,

quest was held On the body, when it appear
ed that he had been found the night before
in the street, in a state of intoxication and
laid on a pile of shingles in an open shed,
where he was found dead the next morning.
Verdict of the Jury, that his death was cau
sed by intemperance and exposure.

Be'jast Advocate.
An evil mind is naturally suspicious.

as his agent and interpreter. Another na
tive whom he had taken, died at New York.
Capt. Morrell has put into Port Louis only
on account of stress of weather.

From, Cochin-China and Siam.—We
have accounts from Cochin-China to about
the 1st of Nov. which state that the city of
Saigon, containing 30,000 or 40,000, was
Qlosely besieged by the insurgent party.

sentenced to transportation, but it appears
that a deputation from the Society of
i( Friends,” headed by Mr. Grote, M. P. for
London, waited upon Mr. Gouldborn, at
the Home Office, to present a petition for a
mitigation of his sentence. He was former
ly an influential member of the Society of
“ Friends.” The Hon. Secretary promised
the deputation that the petition should be
immediately laid before his Majesty.

that he had seen Gov. Poindexter go into
both of said houses.
It will be seen from the testimony of Foy
(No. 1.) taken before the Committee, that
he swore he never saw Lawrence go into
Gov. Poindexter’s house but once, and that
was on the Tuesday evening previous to the
assault ; and in this he directly contradicts
his first affidavit, in which be swears that
he saw him go in several times.

NORTHEASTERN BOUNDARY.
tition which divides their shops is an open ! ter’s house, and has sworn to it, too, does not [
From the testimony of Benjamin P. Smith,
MAIL ARTICLES.
something authentic
,J dis
Ji-  know the house in which Gov. Poindexter j We have at length
„
(No. 3.) it appears that on the 14th day of the board partition, through which1 *he could
lives. He points to Mr. Frost’s”house as the and official respecting the question of our
cover
Lawrence
in
his
shop
;
that
Lawrence
present month he met with said Foy, and, af
Mr. Van Buren and the General Post Office.
one in which the Governor lived. Unfortu- Boundary. The third question, alluded to in
ter some conversation, Smith inquired what usually arrived at his shop about nine o’clock nate witness ! he has no chance of escaping the following remarks, made by Sir Robert -—It is reported that the friends of Mr. Van
in
the
morning,
and
left
it
about
eleven.—
he knew about this matter. Foy said he at
from this sad dilemma, but by concurring Peel in the British House
House^of
of Commons, is the Buren and Major Barty have come to an un
first refused to give his affidavit, but had writ Witness recollects that on the Tuesday pre with Stewart in stating, that, although mis- i question in which the State of Maine is in derstanding. AH matters in variance between
ten to the President and stated what he knew. ceding the Friday on which he made the as
the parties and principals have been amica
. L
It will be perceivedJ hy the remarks
-■
The question was then asked of him, what sault on the President, he came into his shop taken in the house, he has seen Lawrence for j terested.
bly adjusted, and Major Barry, as the rumor
of
Mr.
Peel,
that
although
the
British
Govern

’Vl" °
he did know ; to which he answered, that he about nine of the clock in the morning, and two or three minutes on one occasion in Gov. ment
goes, has sent in his adhesion to Mr. Van
were
very
desirous
to
accept
on
their
had Seen Lawrence “painting the door of left at about eleven ; and that he particularly, Poindexter’s house ; remembers the vèry part the proposition of compromise, recoin- Buren, as the true heir to the “ American
Gov. Poindexter’s house.”
Smith replied noticed and had a distinct recollection of day ; the very hour ; every minute circum mended by the King of the Netherlands, Tnrone.” If such should prove the fact, it
that he was mistaken ; for that door had not Lawrence’s coming to and going from the stance connected with it.
will put an end to all reasonable expectation
Let justice be done to this misguided man. they now distinctly admit that the advice of of reform in the administration of the Post
been painted. Foy still insisted on his state shop on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
the
King
was
not
a
decision
of
the
question
Even
in
the
presence
of
the
Justice
he
de

ment.— Whereupon Smith and Foy went to Thursday and Friday ; that on Friday morn
submitted, and therefore was not obligatory Office Department. That Department will
the doors of the houses occupied by Goy. ing, about nine o’clock, he came into his shop, clared he did not know in which house Gov. on the parties to the submission.
become a prey to the “ spoils” party, from
Poindexter and Mr. John E. Frost, and arri sat down upon a chest reading, or looking at Poindexter lived, and averred he knew noth
its centre to its circumference. As long as
ing
calculated
to
implicate
Gov.
Poindexter.
a
small
book,
and
was
laughing.
Soon
after
HOUSE OF COMMONS.
ving there, Foy pointed out Mr. Frost’s house
this “ Understanding” shall endure, the Post
TUESDAY, MARCH .4.
as the one in which Gov. Poindexter lived. this witness heard the lid of the chest shut, All these disclaimers would not do. Colt
Master General, may deal out his fat con
man,
a
member
of
the
City
Council,
a
Govern

and
Lawrence
exclaimed
“
I
’
ll
be
damned
if
Négociations with America.
Smith informed Foy that he was mistaken,
tracts and extra allowances, without fear of
ment
contractor
and
a
jobber
about
lhe
public
Mr. G. Robinson (as we were told) availed the charge of being “ liberal to a fault” from
for the other was the house occupied by Gov. I dont do it.” Immediately Lawrence left
grounds and streets, urges him four several himself of the presence of the Rt. Hon. Bar Mr. Beardsley, or any other member of the
Poindexter ; to which Foy replied, “ Is it ? hisshop and went towards the Capitol.
It will be perceived, that the testimony of j times before be would consent to swear, and onet (Sir R. Peel) on the benches opposite, to New York Party.—Balt. Patriot.
then I am mistaken.”
It is here worthy of notice, that all the in Samuel R. Addison, B. P. Smith, Senator j finally had to intimate that he, Foy, would ask him whether any progress had been made
formation Foy pretended to have relative to McKean, and Samuel Drury, is equally ap-J stand a chance to get the blacksmith work in the négociations with the United States,
A circular, issued from the Treasury de
the matter in question, when in conversation plicable to the testimony of Foy as to that of about the Treasury building, then soon ip be respecting the North American boundary ?
partment on the 6th inst. to collecting and
erected,
as
was
expected,
before
he
vouches
Sir R. Peel said that it would be a diffi receiving officers, instructs them, after the
with Smith, was that he had seen Lawrence Stewart ; and shows that neither of these
cult matter to give the Hon. member an an 30th day of September next, not to receive in
painting the door of Gov. Poindexter’s house ; witnesses could have seen Lawrence at the bis statement on his corporal oath.
The committee cannot too strongly express swer on the boundary question in terms as
yet even in this he evidently was, and then house of Gov. Poindexter, at the time sworn
their aversion to, and abhorrence of, these pro concise as those in which he had couched payment of any public dues, bank notes of a
to by them.
confessed himself to be mistaken.
smaller denomination than $5 : and informs
The Committee inquired into the general ceedings. They are happy to believe that his query. The boundary question was one them, that after the 3d of March next, it is
The committee would further advert to the
this
vile
attempt
to
implicate
in
lhe
most
atro

character
of
David
Stewart,
for
truth
and
ve

of lhe most important and complicated ques the design of the department to extend the
discrepancy between the testimony of Foy
and that of Mr. Frost, (No. 10.) inasmuch as racity, and found it to be very bad, and that cious act a member of the Senate, has excited tions with which the Government had to restriction to all notesofa less denomination
on
the
part
of
the
other
inhabitants
of
this
deal, as it related to the settling of the limits than ten dollors, and if practicable to discon
Foy testified that he had seen Gov. Poindex he would not be believed on his oath, as will
ter go uno
into oom
both nouses
houses ;j whereas Mr. P rost appear by the testimony of the following city, the strongest feelings of indignation ; of the State of Maine on the part of the Uni tinue the use of any bank as a fiscal agent,
states that Gov. Poindexter has never been highly respectable inhabitants ofWashing- and the committee feel that it is due to every ted States, and of the limits of the province which shall thereafter continue to issue notes
into his house since he came into
ton : Benj. P. Smith (No. 3,) Wm. Brent (4,) public consideraP/m, that the plotters and con of New Brunswick on the part of his British of a smaller denomination than $5, and
into, this city.
Various other inaccuracies, and discrepan- Andrew Coyle (5.) Alpheus Hyatt (6,^ S. trivers of this nefarious charge against an Majesty. The dispute arose out of a treaty which shall after some subsequent period, to
cles and contradictious might be pointed out, Stettinius (7,) John P. Ingle (9,) Overton Carr innocent man should be held up to public made between the two countries so long ago be then designated, issue any of a less de
*
(16,)\ Wnlt«r
Walter Chirk«
Clarke i(17,)
Jam odium- and sfi&oro.
but they are not deemed essential ; and the i (15,) Seth Hyatt lift
17.1 Jaas the year 1783. By that treaty a line was
In conclusion, thè committee offer to the to be drawn determining the boundaries of nomination than $10.
whole ofthein will be accounted for satisfacto cob Gideon ¡19,) ami Edwaid Simmt (22.)
Maine and New Brunswick. Certain high
rily, as the committee believe, after having ex* > Said David Stewart having been informed Senate the following resolution :
Lightning,—The house of Mr. Samuel F*'
Resolved, That not a shade of suspicion lands were to be discovered between the wa
amined the testimony of Wm. J. Carroll, (No. by the Committee that witnesses had been
Peck, in Sharon, Ellsworth Soc. occupied in
11.) John Sheahan, (No. 14,) and Seth Hyatt, examined as to his general character for truth rests upon the character of the Hon. George ters of the St. Lawrence and lhe Atlantic ; part by Rev. F. Gridley, was struck with
(No. 16,) from the circumstances in which and veracity, and being also informed, that Poindexter, in reference to the subject matter and those high lands were to form the boun lightning on Sabbath, the 5th inSt. between
these three witnesses unite, to wit, that the any witnesses he might name would be sum of inquiry submitted to the Select Committee. daries of the two provinces. But these high 2 and 3 o’clock, P. M. The shock was sud
The report of the Committee was unani lands have never been discovered ; indeed it
said Foy has become of late years, idle and moned to attend on his behalf, he gave the
den and awful. The main body of the fluid
intemjierate, and when under the influence [| names of the following highly respectable mously adopted by yeas and. nays as follows : was physically impossible to find them. In struck the north end of the house, a little be
of liquor, which i? almost continual, he is gentlemen, who were examined by the com Yeas, 41—-Nays, none.
consequence of this, a convention was sub low the ridge, tearing a hole into the cham
talkative and noisy, and, in their opinion, un mittee, to wit :
sequently made between this country and the ber six feet in height by four in width. It
Hon. J. M. Robinson, (No.30,) C. K. Gard
able to discriminate objects with accuracy.
United States by which the settlement of then passed down and made a breach of
FOREIGN NEWS.
The committee next proceeded to examine ner, (No. 31,) George Thomas, (No. 33,) Col.
these boundaries was left to the arbitration of j about equal dimensions in the lower part of
C.
R.
Broom,
(No.
32,)
Hon.
Edmund
Deber

Four
days
later
from
France.
—
The
packet
David Stewart. (See doc. No. 2.) He testi
the King of the Netherlands. Three points the house, into the room where the family of
fied that between half past nine and half past ry, (No. 34,) Hon. Martin Beaty, (No. 35,) i ship Charlemagne has arrived at New York were submitted to his arbitration.
Mr. Gridley were sitting, consisting of six
ten o’clock on the morning of Tuesday, be Col. James Thompson, (No. 37,j and Gen. from Havre, whence she sailed March 17.
On two of them the King of the Nether persons. A clock which was fastened to the
ing the last Tuesday of January, 1835, he was John P. Van Ness, (No. 38.) All these wit- We have received by her our files of f*aris lands had given a decided opinion ; but on the side of the room was shivered to pieces, and
\ papers to the 16ih. The organization of lhe third he said that it was impossible for him to
no,___
the___
street on the opposite side of I nesses testified that they were not sufficiently
passing l
a table, by which one was sitting, was turned
‘
~
.
«1
-1 .....I* .
1
............... ^1
rtLni.nrtf
1VI ~
the way to Gov. Poindexter’s house ; that his acquainted with the general character of’ French Ministry as reported by the last ar- give any opinion at all, as the high lands did over and hurled into the middle of the room.
David
Stewart
for
truth
and
veracity
to
enai
rival
has
been
officially
announced,
and
in
the
carriage was standing before the door ; that
not exist in the position in which they were At the same instant a small portion of the
while passing on the opposite side of the ble them to say any thing in relation thereto, | session of the Ciiamber of Deputies of the supposed to exist in 1783. (A laugh.) Un electric fluid struck the chimney, passed
street, be saw Lawrence in the entry of Gov. except Gen. Van Ness, who testified, that1 14th, there was a long explanation of the der these circumstances, the King of the Neth down to the fire, and bursting, scattered the
Poindexter’s house, in company with Gov. he thought Stewart would not tell a delibe-! grounds of the late differences in the Cabinet, erlands suggested that an amicable compromise ashes over the room. An opening was made
Poindexter, and that the Governor appeared rate falsehood; and Mr. Deberry, who, al-1 and the cause of its dissolution. Those dif- should take place between our government and in the roof at some distance from the place
though
to be in the act of going out.
„ he stated he kne w but little of his i ferences arose from the question of the long that of the United States. The British Gov where the main body of the fluid was ex
Slewart further testified before the Com- j general character, yet what he had heard, ini-talked of Amnesty. The Journal des Debats ernment was desirous to stand by the arbitra
says “ the ministry is formed under the pres- tion of the King of the Netherlands with res pended, the door fastenings of the outside
mittee, that Gen. Jackson desired him to,state dueed him to believe it was bad.
At this stage of the examination,...
Governor [ idency of the Duke de Broglie. France pect to the terms of the compromise ; but the j door shivered, and some adjoining boards torn
nothing more than the truth, and yet be explicitly declared to Col. Brent, Mr. John A. Poindexter informed the committee that he knows Mr. de Broglie, and knows why, near United Stales refused to do so. The United off. Mr. G. had just returned from church,
Smith and Erasmus J. Middleton, on the 23d considered it unnecessary to proceed further | ly a year ago, he quitted the ministry. The States then suggested that there should be a had passed through the door, entered his
inst. that ‘if he had put into his affidavit all, with the examination of witnesses to irn- I American treaty which he had presented to new survey. The British Government con room, and cast a glance upon his family,
and some say only part of what the General peach the character of David Stewart, but ■ the chamber was rejected by a majority of sented to make that new survey, and abide bv when the awful explosion took place. The
desired him to put in, it would have filled a . that, if hereafter, in the progress of examina- i eight votes. Mr. de Broglie applied to him- it, provided certain preliminary articles were room in which the family were sitting is 14A
newspaper.’
don of this case, it should be deemed neces- [ self with a rigor which was found excessive, agreed to. One of them was, whether the Bay 1 by 12, and although literally surrounded by
The committee advert to this representa- sary by the Committee further to take testi- j and which we have found of good example, of Fundy should be considered as a part of the j the devouring element, yet, through the good
Providence of God, no one was materially in
tion, and cite it merely to show the contra mony concerning the character of David , the principles of representative government, Atlantic Ocean. A despatch had been sent ; jured. There- was no lightning rod attached
Stewart
for
truth
and
veracity,
he
had
a
num!
and
not
having
had
the
majority,
he
gave
in
(
out
upon
this
point
in
lhe
course
of
last
au

diction.
Stewart further testified before the commit her more of the respectable inhabitants of i his resignation. At this time, Mr. de Broglie, (tumn, but no answer had yet been received to the house.—Litchfield, Conn., Inq.
before a new chamber, is about to present the .to it, the President of the United States hav
tee that he saw the carriage before the door Washington ready to testify on that point.
The towns of Holden, Leicester, Mendon,
The committee, having thus presented the American treaty anew; and this time, if he ing deelined to produce any papers on the
of Gov. Poindexter’s house, yet in his state
ment to the three witnesses last named he de testimony somewhat in detail, take leave to has not had the majority, it will not be he point, from fear, he supposed, of compromis Millbury, North-Brookfield, Rutland, Ux
only, it will be the whole ministry which will ing himself on the subject. The negotiation, bridge, Upton, Westborough, and West
clared that the carriage was before Mr. Frost’s present the following synopsis :
The charge rests, as has already been sta-1 retire.”
house. He further testified before the com
however, was still pending. This was the j Boylston, have refused approbation for the
I Accounts from Vienna state that the first only point now in controversy between the !, selling of ardent spirits by either retailers or
mittee, that neither Senator Ewing nor Gen. ted, on the affidavits of Stewart and Foy,
Duff Green ever spoke to him on the subject '| ’The
¿¡jg first ot
of these
these men gave pit its earnest
earliest. acts of the new Emperor Ferdinand are gen two powers, and he was certain that the an- ’| innholders ; and Barre, Brookfield, Gardner,
of the Lawrence affair, and never used any ¡rnpems : he doubtless was ready and willing erally approved. The old ministers are re nouncement of that fact would give delight. Hardwick, Millford, Northborough, Oakham,
influence or persuasion to induce him not to ' enough to seize on the first plausible pretext tained in office, and the ancient functionaries to all the lovers of peace, who wished well to i‘ Petersham, ^axton, Princeton, Southborough,
testify ; in which declaration he is confirmed I por unitmg in any plan for the injury of Gov- are dispensed from the obligation of taking the commercial interests of both countries, ;■ Spencer and Shrewsbury, have withheld
by Mr. Ewing, who swears that he never held j ernor Poindexter. He had been charged by oaths anew. The Archduke Charles, ac A paper, he repeated, had been transmitted their approbation of retailers of spirits.
any conversation with him on that subject; Gov.- Poindexter
r*j-...-- ....t.i,
i.
k>.
n instru cording to the desire of his brother on his to the American Government in October last, These towns are all in this County.
with having
been
Worcester Spy.
and yet Charles L. Coltman, swears that he, mental, a year or two ago, in forging or fur death bed, is to resume the direction of Mili and it was impossible to ascertain yet wheth
Stewart, told him that Senator Ewing and nishing free papers for Governor Poindexter’s tary Affairs.
er the terms of that paper had been accepted.
Nothing new on the subject of the Indem
We understand that the County Commis
Gen. Greene, at different times, had en servant, who then absconded ;and he held, or
deavored to persuade him not to disclose pretended to hold, a small unsatisfied bill for nity Bill. The subject was still in the hands
On the late election of Speaker of the sioners, at their session last week, granted 45
these facts ; and that F. P. Blair (No. 8,) tes repairs done to Governor Poindexter’s car of a Committee. The revolution in the House of Commons, twenty five Reformers spirit and 27 wine licenses, to taverners and
tified that Coltman also communicated this in riage, by directions, as he alleges, of that Ministry was considered favorable to the and seven Anti-Reformers were absent. retailers—in all 72, being ten more than were
formation to him ; and upon this authority, same servant, who was the Governor’s coach American claims, rather than otherwise. Among the former were Sir Francis Burdett granted at the April session last year. In
There is but one opinion expressed by the and Wm. Cobbett, who retired voluntarily. this town the usual number of taverners pro
he, Blair, inserted it in the Globe newspaper. man.
Samuel R. Addison, the Private Secretary
Of his agency in the above transaction, or passengers or letters by the Charlemagne. Sir Charles Manners Sutton voted for Mr. cured licenses, but no retailers.—Dedham Pat,
of Gov. Poindexter, testifies that he usually Governor Poindexter’s indebtedness, the It is, that the bill will pass. A letter from Abercrombie, and Mr. Abercrombie for Sir
Bunker Hill Monument.—The workmen
calls
at the Governor’s house about 9 o’clock, >committee will say nothing. They deduce Paris says that the Duke de Broglie refused Charles. On the Speaker being led to lhe
___ ___
A. M. this being the ordinary breakfast hour ; frotn those circumstances, however, the fact to accept the position in the Ministry which chair, Mr Peel said that deferring to the commenced on Friday morning to remove
that Gov. Poindexter cornés from his sleeping i of Stewart’s unfounded allegations touching he holds, until it had been ascertained beyond decision of the House, he felt it to be his du the roofing for the purpose of recommencing
room to the breakfast table, and that said, thjs matter. He sought, as was natural, all doubt that the American Indemnity Bill | ty to congratulate the Right Hon. Gentle the work on the Monument.
Charlestown Aurora.
Secretary usually accompanies the Governor j some ally in this work of detraction, and he would pass ;and that to satisfy him, the opin man on his election as Speaker.
to the Capitol, where they commonly arrive ; found him readily in Foy ; who, although i ions of the members of the Chamber were
The following incident lately occurred at
about 10 o’clock. Witness think's that on the esteemed to he a correct man when sober, specially inquired after and counted, and the
The Cleveland (Ohio) Whig of the 3d inst.
• .
_ i* .L « ril.,
,1
A 4 k M «1 t _
a
i ■
i* .
*______ _ „
_ ___ .
morning
of the Tuesday
previous tto
the at was rendered
but too fit
an •instrument,
from
j result was, that a majority of from one hun Munich in Bavaria. A child of two years ot mentions the arrival of Messrs. Howard and
age
which
had
been
conveyed
in
its
coffin
to
tack made upon the President, he called as his habits of inebriation, in the hands of the dred and twenty to thirty were found in the
Rush, at that place, and their setting forward
affirmative. Another letter says, “ we know the burial house, at the moment when it that morning in the steamboat Detroit for the
usual on Gov. Poindexter, and at the same designing.
hour of 9, aud accompanied him to the capi
The facts above stated would be enough to from good authority that the Committee will was about to be committed to the grave, was capital of Michigan. They of course reached
tol, that being one of the days of the week on render Stewart a suspicious witness ; butI report unanimously in favor of the bill,— found sitting up in the coffin, gaily amusing the place of destination on the evening of
Which the committee on the public lands when to them is added the fact, that he is probably next week ; and unless something itself with the flowers with which the body the 3d.
holds its meeting ; that on this day an unu confronted by eleven of the most respectable new should turn up, it will pass without dif had been decorated preparatory to interment,
without appearing disturbed by the unaccus
sual amohnt of business was transacted by men of the community in which he lives, ficulty.”—N. Y. Jour, of Com.
Spurious Coin.—A five cent piece made of
tomed scene by which it was surrounded.
MADRID, MARCH 5.
said committee, of which Gov. Poindexter is who declare, under oath, that because of his
pewter was exhibited to us yesterday. It had
chairman, and produced the journal of the general character they would not believe him
The Ministry is on the point of dissolution. On being addressed, the child requested to | been received in payment without detection,
committee, which, on inspection proved the on oath—when, too, many others of his fel M. Martinez de la Rosa, yielding at length, be carried to its mother.
and the probability is, that there are number»
fact, as regards the amount of business. That low citizens stood ready to testify in the same and perhaps too late, to the necessity of tak
Tremendous Conflagration.—-Two thirds of of them in circulation. They are neatly for
on this morning of which he was speaking, manner, as the committee had full reason to ing care of his health, is about to retire, and the city of Adrianople, the quarter inhabited ged and bear the date 1830. Being easily
he is confident they must have arrived at the I believe—when he is flatly contradicted by the leave the presidency to the Count de Toreno,1 by the Greeks, were, on the 24th Feb., des bent they can be readily detected.
Capitol about 10* o’clock. Witness knew fact, established by two witnesses acting un who will remain Minister of the Finances. troyed by fire. The value of English manuBalt. Chron.
Lawrence by sight, but never saw him at any der instructions from the committee to make Such at least are the rumors of the day, but’ factures destroyed is said to have amounted
time at the house of Gov. Poindexter, nor in the examination, that from lhe situation in which we cannot guarantee. Yesterday, the! to 2,000,000 piastres.
The Court of Common Pleas commenced
company with him.—(See doc. No. 18.)
which Stewart represented himself to be British Ambassador had a private audience
Advices from Constantinople to 28th Jan.
By the testimony of Senator McKean, (see across the street from Governor Poindexter’s of the Queen Regent, and, it is said, their state that the insurrection in Albania was at its adjourned term, in this town, on Tuesday.
At the adjourned term of the Court at Do
No. 21,) who is a member of the Committee house, and the circumstances described by conference turned upon the Ministerial crisis? an end. The troops were returning.
ver, Joseph Reynolds was tried for the mur
of which Gov. Poindexter is Chairman, it will him as existing at the time, it was impossible According to the general report, Gen. Valdez
der of his son William Reynolds, by striking
appear that Gov. Poindexter is remarkably for him to have distinguished one man from and Figuero will remain as Ministers of War
The U. S. sloop Vandalia from Vera Cruz,
puuctual in his attendance at the committee another in the passage of Governor Poindex and of the Marine, and the new Ministers are bound on a cruise to the Windward Islands, him over the head with a shovel. The jury
room by 10 o’clock, the hour of meeting ; ter’s house—when alibis are proved by un to be Mr. Arguelles, Secretary for Foreign has been spoken in the Gulf, and reports offi returned a verdict of manslaughter, and the
and that Tuesdays and Fridays are lhe days questioned «testimony, both as to Lawrence Affairs ; M. Aluarez Guerra is to have the cers and crew all well. She reported also Court sentenced him to ten days solitary con
finement, and five years hard labor in the’
on which the committee meet.
and Governor Poindexter, at the time stated Home office, Dim Antonio Cano Manuel or that the prisoners in the castle of Vera Cruz,
In the opinion of the committee, the testi by Stewart ; the one living a mile and a half M. Ortigosa that of Grace and Justice. It is which had risen upon the garrison and fired State Prison. Mr. Reynolds is 76 years of
mony of these two witnesses, (Addison and distant, and the other most probably at the believed that Don Francisco, for whom the on the city, doing much damage to the front age.—New Hampshire Gazette.
McKean) renders it highly improbable, if not moment engaged in the discharge of public Queen Regent no longer disguises her antip of it. had been starved into a surrender. Gen.
Ward No. 7, the skirmishing Irregulars car
impossible that Stewart could have seen duties at his committee room in the capitol— athy, will very shortly take a journey into Santa Anna .had arrived with 5000 men-and
ried yesterday, on the third trial, so far as
Lawrence at the house of Gov. Poindexter at and when, too, if Stewart is to be credited, Andalusia I Since Gen. Valdez has come quiet was restored.
to elect an Aiderman, and two Common
the time, and under the circumstances detail his statement to Col. Brent and others would into office, our politicians have been occupied
Councilmen. The other Common Council
ed in his testimony.
go to fix upon the President of the United in endeavoring to find a means of putting an
man, elected on the first trial, is a WhigThe
North
Eastern
Boundary.
—
It
appears
end
to
the
war.
The
new
War
Minister
States
an
attempt
to
induce
him,
Stewart,
to
Again : The testimony of B. P. Smith and
Ward No. 7, ever before, has belonged to the
from
the
statement
ofMr.
Peel
in
the
British
turns
all
his
attention
to
concentrating
troops
swear
to
things
of
which
he
was
ignorant,
or
S. R. Addison (see paper marked GJ places
Office Holders. The Irregulars have beaten
House
of
Commons,
on
the
3d
of
March,
in
in
Navarre.
The
regiments
that
are
sent
into
that
his
statement,
if
given
as
the
President
the case beyond all controversy, showing that
them now. The Islands belong to the Cus
the story uttered by Stewart is utterly false. desired it, would have filled a newspaper ; that quarter will be replaced by the Urban reply to the inquiry of Mr. Robinson, that Tio tom House. Our harbor is not an Archipela
progress whatever has been made in the new
They testify that by measurement, the street thus implicating that high officer in a charge Guards.
negotiation for the settlement of this contro go,—with Grecian Islands.—Portland Adv.
LONDON, MARCH 13.
opposite to Gov. Poindexter’s house is one of subornation of perjury, which the com
From Switzerland the last accounts are versy. Our government has proposed that
hundred and ten feet wide ; that by way of mittee, as Americans, repel with disdain—no
A Beginning.—The Jeffersonian part of
experiment, they placed the carriage in the two minds can differ in the conclusion, that still of a hostile character. In addition to there should be a new survey. The British
position described by Stewart ; that they o- this unfortunate man is guilty of an offence the troops of Baden and Wurtemburg, which Government has agreed to the proposal, pro- the democratic party have at last carried *
pened the front and back doors, and found it of the deepest dye against the public morals. threatened the frontier, it would seem that I vided certain preliminary articles can be Ward in this city, No. 7, and chosen an Ai
As to Foy, he had obviously been made an Austria is adding its contingent to coerce the ! agreed to. To this proposal no reply had derman, where Marshall Smith was “ the reg
impossible for any one walking up and down
the street where Stewart declares himself to instrument to gratify the malignity of others. Cantons. A letter from Munich, in one of been received. One of the preliminary ar ular.” The base of the Argus fabric is trem
have been, to distinguish, so as to recognize Stewart first approaches him, and gets from the German papers, states that it is intended ticles related to the question whether the Bay bling at last even at its own doors.
Port. Adv.
him some vague declaration. Mr. Frost’s to form h cordon of Austrian, Bavarian, and of Fundy is to be considered a part of the
a person, within the entry.
The testimony of Samuel Drury (No. 28,) house happened to join that in which Gov.. Wurtemburg troops in front of those parts Atlantic Ocean. In this question is involved
The Intelligencer states that Warren Rice,
will satisfy any one who will read it, that Poindexter lived. Mr. Frost had had some; which abut upon Germany. In Baden they the whole question in controversy. Our gov
Lawrence could not have been at the house painting done in his house during the fall,, affect to dread an invasion from Switzerland, ernment of course cannot admit that the Bay Esq. of Wiscasset, has been appointed by the
of Gov. Poindexter at the time stated by and a small portion of the work remained tof Differences exist between the Cantons, as to of Fundy, in the view in which it is refer- Executive, School Commissioner for Lincoln
Stewart. Drury’s cabinet maker’s shop ad be finished in the winter. Lawrence was a; the course to be^pursued under such threaf- j red to in the treaty, is not to be regarded as a County, under the Resolve passed last winter.
joins that of said Lawrence, being at the cor painter. These were the facts which were• ening circumstances, but in general the ' part of the Atlantic Ocean, and it is apparent
Rev. Parsons Cooke, of Ware, Mass, has
. the
ner of Pennsylvania Avenue and 21st street to be worked up into a charge of conspiracy.. ancient military spirit of the people is boiling from the British Government raising
voti V/1.
J ) IMUL
—
that
they wish to regard it «V
as —not
a accepted a call from the Pleasant Street Coj>
at the moment that he is declaring
and is distant about a mile and a half from Foy,
v
„ that; over with indignation at this aggression upon I question,
gregational Society in Portsmouth.
I part
AtlanticOcean.
Ocean.
Boston
Pat.
I part
ofof
thethe
Atlantic
——
Boston
Pat.
the house of Gov. Poindexter ; that the par- he has seen Lawrence go into Gov. Poindex- their national rights.
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» jjany other il
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lnjiddress of manner.
jL Cranch reminded
bei ard through his Coun
hi Io take his seat.
(jurors were cal
sO. When the fim
foil [he purpose ofswearu
ani said-“ Sweat’ on tha
be that I am King ol t
try, and wilhnostassi
[e'Court requested am
v<» )e prisoner to be silent
wl lithe prisoner replied *
soon became evident
wd hot to be intimidated,
sudd him to sit down, am
slid stood by him to keep 1
r. Key opened the ci
ihii rosecution. After rec
cu nances attending the ai
pu fished at the time of i
are io wellknowntothe[
it a necessary again to lay
red k) he went intoa“sti
as j titled in lhe trial of Hall
to I gl the King of Engla
foil hooting at Lord Ons
dot n in these cases, that
no| kempt from accounts
Sa ie were accountable ft
all imes. He wished the
to How all reasonable ind
soil arraigned. If he was
mb d, and if the delusion
thii ¡whole community w
acil IHtal on this ground.
th| other hand, that he w
ci ’ t humor, deluded on a
bu emitting this act frc
nt ed with that subject, t
m lhe accused to protec’
Pl .of insanity.” Hee
th instruments which v
te it and showed that
se tied and as well prej
as ny that could be de
th i could be no doubt
ty f the prisoner’s Intel
tr he added, that in r
dt |1 intellect, there ws
ad tation of means to en
pr leeded to the examina
« nd fully proved the
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MAIL ARTICLES.^
an Buren anTlhtGmratf^.T^
r?,orted that ,h<’ Uien.ls of Mr V
id Major Barry have come to s» 6
'ng. All matters in variance ¿A
esand principals have been ».?”
sled, and Major Barry, as the „ *
18 sent in his adhesion to m “?
as the true heir to the “An. •’*
’ If such Should prove tfe
an end to all reasonable expect ’"
tn tn the administration off?1
iepartment. That Departmem 2
a prey to lhe “ spoils” party f*'11
•e to its circumference. Asi™
nderstanding” shall endure, tS'
General, may deal out his fM
d extra allowances, without f«,
?e of being “ liberal to a fault” r °
trdsley, or any other ,n2er J?
rk Party.—Balt. Patriot.
5

:ular, issued from the Tressurv*
I on the bth inst. to cullectins, j
? officers, instructs them, aft^
of September next, not lore«,,.*
■ of any public dues, bank n(,lcSof'
lenommation than $5: andinfiJ!
at after the 3d of March
;nof the department to extend,
in to all notesofa less denomi^
dollors, and if practicable to discon
3 HS!hOf a7 bahk USa fiscal agent,
lal thereafter continue to issue L
nailer denomination than $5 ail(i
tall after some subsequent period to
designated, issue any of a Jess A
ion than $10.

rtwg.-The house of Mr. Samuel p,
Sharon Ellsworth Soc. occupied¡»
Kev. I . Gridley, was struck with
? on sabbath, the 5th inst. between
o clock, P.M. The shock was stid.
awful. The main body of the fluid
le north end of the house, a little beridge, tearing a hole into the chamfeet in height by four in width, h
ssed down and made a breachof
qual dimensions in the lower partof
e, into the room where the family of
dley were sitting, consisting of six
A clock which was fastened to the
he room was shivered to pieces, anil
l>y which one was sitting, was turned
I hurled into the middle of the room,
same instant a small portion of the
fluid struck the chimney, passed
the fire, and bursting, scattered the
er the room. An opening was made
oof at some distance from the place
the main body of the fluid was exthe door fastenings of the outside
vered, and some adjoining boards torn
G. had just returned from churdi,
ssed through the door, entered his
nd cast a glance upon his fainilj(
e awful explosion took place. The
which the family were sitting is 14|
nd although literally surrounded bj
luring element, yet, through the good
nee of God, no one was materially inThere was no lightning rod attached
ouse.—Litchfield, Conn., Inq.

owns of Holden, Leicester, Mendon,
r, North-Brook field, Rutland, UxUpton, Westborough, and West
i, have refused approbation forth«
f ardent spirits by either retailers or
jrs ; and Barre, Brookfield, Gardner,
:k, Millford, Northborough, Oakham,
mi, ^axton, Princeton, Southborougb,
and Shrewsbury, have withheld
»probation of retailers of spirit
awns are all in this County.
Worcester Spy.
nderstand that the County Comnw
at their session last week, granted IS
d 27 wine licenses, to taverners and
—in all 72, being ten more than wen
at the April session last year. 1«
n the usual number of taverners pro
senses, but no retailers.—Dedham
ir Hill Monument.—The workMj
iced on Friday morning to remW
ing for the purpose of recommend^
k on the Monument.
Charlestown Aurora, |

Cleveland (Ohio) Whig of the 3d intf
is the arrival of Messrs. Howard a»j
t that place, and their setting fbrwarn
ruing in the steamboat Detroit forth
jf Michigan. They of course reach«
ce of destination on the evening «
ous Coin.—A Jive cent piece madei rf
was exhibited to us yesterday. ItW
ceived in payment without detect«®;
probability is, that there are nuiw
in circulation. They are neatly
d bear the date 1830. Being easily
lev can be readily detected.
J
Balt. Chnn.

Court of Common Pleas commened
urned term, in this town, on Tuesdayie adjourned term of the Court at «
ieph Reynolds was tried for the w»1
lis son William Reynolds, by st1™1
er the head with a shovel. The J..
d a verdict of manslaughter, ana
entenced him to ten days solitary c
it, and five years hard labor ib
rison. Mr. Reynolds is 76 y®
Vew Hampshire Gazette.
I No. 7, the skirmishing l.rregula^
sterday, on the third triaI, so 1
t an Aiderman, and two C
Imen. The other Common
fleeted on the first trial, is a 'J
Vo. 7, ever before, has belonged to t
Holders. The Irregulars bave b ,
ow. .The Islands belong to the
nise. Our harbor is not an Arch P
¡th Grecian Islands.-ForfW*
legmmng.-ThTjeffersonian 1»^

nocratic party have at last 8
in this city, No. 7,
i, where Marshall Smith was t
The base of the Argus fabric is
t last even at its own doorSport>
Intelligencer states that
#
’ Wiscasset, has been appoint*1
ive, School Commissioner tor
,under the Resolve passedkistw

Parsons Cooke, of
;d a call from the Pleasant ^eetv
onal Society in Forum^th-

TSE SPANISH FlRATfig. j
At Port-iti-i’rince, 25th tilt, brig Florida, Per
Latest from
Ad vices from Cahtoti
have been received via England to the 5th of The Boston Post informs ns that a highly kins, for New Orleans, 10.
PROBATE NOTICES
Ar. at Havre, 13th ult. brig Horace, Foss^ from
December. A proclamation had been receiv respectable merchant of Boston, who atten New
Orleans.
Al
a
Court
of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1836.
(ed from Pekin, suspending the Viceroy from ded the trial of the Captain and crew of the
in and for the county of York, on the first
hiS office, and depriving him of his peacock’s Panda, fot4 robbing the Mexican, has very re
The Collector of Portland hag given notice»,
Later FRdMdEuROPE.—London papers to pfeather. This punishment he has incurred for cently returned from a visit to the Havana,
Monday of April, m the year of our Lord
that the Light House Towers at Pond Island and
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon^
the 18th ult. have been received at New York, ’ hot having “ blown the two small English where he met with the Captain of a Guinea Pemaquid Point, Maine, being about to be re
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Jud£e of said
by the packet ship Europe, which arrived at! vessels out of the water.” A great number man, who made a statement to him, which built, the Lights will be extinguished on Pofid
Court:
confirmed in a very unexpected manner the
New York; from Liverpool, on the 12th inst. | of official documents appear in the Canton testimony of Perez, the U* S. evidence in the Island, May 1,and at Pemaquid Point, June 1.
OSEPH LITTLEFIELD, 5th., hamed
Register, all relating to the dispute between
Notice Will hereafter be given, when they will be
Their contents are unimportant. The Mar- i the English and the Chinese authorities.— trial. The “ Guinea Captain,” as he is tech again lighted.
Executor in a certain instrument pur
porting to be the last Will and testament of
quis of Londonderry, who had received the ! The
>
latter are as long as usual, and contain nically termed, before he had learnt any
appointment of Ambassador to St. Petersburg, nothing but repetitions of what had been made thing concerning the trial, stated to the gen To the members of the first Parish in Kenne Lydia Littlefield, \aie of e\\s, in said county;
tleman above alluded to, that When on the
bunk, qualified to vote in Parish Meetings, widow, deceased, having presented the same
resigned the situation on the 16th, in conse known and written before.—N. Y. Jour. Com. coast of Africa four of the Panda’s crew ap
and
to all the owners of Peuls in the Meeting for probate:
quence of certain remarks in the House of
ORDERED—That the said executor
plied to him for a passage home to Havana ;
OHIO AND MICHIGAN.
house in said Parish,
Greeting.
give notice to all persons interested; bycausCommons a few days previous, expressive of The Washington Globe of Wednesday con but that after he had heard their story, he re
N
the
name
of
the
State
of
Maine,
you
ate
|
I ing a copy of this order to be published three
disapprobation of his appointment. The tains a long report of the Attorney General, fused to take them. Their narrative, as re
hereby notified to assemble and meet at I weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga- ■
ported by the Captain, the gentleman says,
who
had
been
instructed
by
the
President
to
port of Magaquadavic, in New Brunswick,
said Meeting-house, on Mondays the fourthzette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
consider the subject of the controversy be coincides entirely with the testimony of Pe
has been declared a free port for the importa tween the Governments of Ohio and Michi rez. The gentleman is in every respect a day of May next^ at two o’clock, afternoon; appear at a Probate Court to be held at
York, in said county, on the first Monday of
tion from the United States, of articles for the gan, in order to express an opinion respect competent judge upon this agreement of the then and there
1st, To choose h Moderator.
May next, at ten of the clock in the fore
consumption of the port, and for no other pur ing the right of the Executive to interpose istatements, as he speaks the Spanish language,
2d,
To
take
into
consideration
the
expedi

noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
and during the examination of Perez, sat by
pose. A bill to authorize the contract of mar his authority. After recapitulating the mate the side of Mr. Badlam, the interpreter.
ency of painting the outside of the Meeting the said instrument should not be proved; ap
rial facts in the case, the Attorney General
riage to be entered into by dissenters before a lays down three propositions, as the result of
The captain also states, that it Was current house, and of making other repairs thereon, proved and allowed, as the last will and testa
Magistrate, without the intervention of a Cler his inquiries. First, that Congress, by re ly reported at Fernando Po, that Bernardo de and of assessing a TaJc on the Pews in said ment of the said deceased.
Meeting-house for defraying the expense of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
gyman, was introduced in the House of Com ceiving Ohio into the Union, without object Soto, the mate, shot the boatswain of the said painting, &c. And to vote what you
A true copy—Attest,
Panda, because he suspected him of an ining
to
the
proviso
contained
in
the
6th
section
mons, on the 17th ult., by Sir R. Peel.
may think proper thereon.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of the 7th article of her Constitution, assented tenton of betraying them. The cause of the
April IL
Given under our hands at Kennebunk, the
death
of
the
boatswain
was
never
clearly
es

by
implication
to
that
proviso.
This
proviso
Trial of Lawrence.—The trial of Rich
14th day of April, A. D. 1835.
ordains, that if the southerly bend of Lake tablished, on the trial, but it was generally
ard Lawrence, on an indictment for an assault Michigan should extend so far South, that a supposed that he died by poison. These
DANIEL SEWALL, ) p...
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk^
within and far the County of York, on the
Upon the President of the United States with line drawn due east from it should not inter facts have been communicated to the Pres
TIMO. FROST,
S
first
Monday in April, in the year of our
ident.
—
Another
gentleman,
who
will
sail
for
Intent to kill, came on before the Circuit sect Lake Erie, or should intersect east of the
Lord
eightpen hundred and thirty-five, by the
Cuba
in
a
few
days,
has
been
authorised
by
Court for the District of Columbia, at Wash mouth of the Miami river of the lake, then,
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
with the assent of Congress, the northern the government to procure depositions of
ington, on Saturday last ;—Present—Chief i boundary of the State shall extend to a line such facts in relation to the Panda, as may
said Court:
F last year’s growth, put up by thë Sha
N the petition of Jeremiah S. PutnAm,Justice Cranch and Justices Morrell and running from the southern extremity of Lake come to his knowledge.
kers, for sale by
executor of the will of Phineas MIn
Thurston. Mr. Key appeared as Counsel for ‘ Michigan, to the most northerly cape of the
MILLER & HALL.
tire, late of York, in said county, deceased,
Miami
Bay,
after
intersecting
the
due
north
The
Bank
of
the
United
States,
has
com

April 13.
the United States and Mr. W. L. Brent as |
representing that the personal estate of said
i line from the mouth of the Great Miami, menced the delicate and unpleasant duty of
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just
Attorney for the Prisoner. The Washington i! thence northeast to the territorial line, and by winding up the affairs of its Office in this
FRESH GOODS.
debts which he owed at the time of his death
correspondent of the New York Journal of! the said territorial line to the Pennsylvania town. The reception of the order to that ef
by the sum of six hundred and twenty-one
Commerce furnishes that paper with a long line. Second, that the assent thus given to fect, on Tuesday last, produced quite a sen
W’ZZlLZ.a.W
dollars and Six cents, and praying for a license’
AS just received his supply of Spring to sell and convfey the whole of the real estate
account of the trial—the following paragraphs the proviso did not include an assent, on the sation, almost amounting to a panic. But it
part of Congress, to the then actual and pres soon subsided, when it was understood that
and Summer Goods, consisting of a of said deceased, as by a partial sale the resj
embrace the most important particulars
ent extension of the northern boundary to the the order only contemplated the refusal to
general assortment of English, French, Do

“ Lawrence was allowed to take a seat by line mentioned in the proviso. Third; that make any new discounts, and the very grad mestic and West India Goods, all of which idue thereof would be greatly injured s
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
the side of his Counsel. He was dressed with until such last mentioned assent shall be giv ual reduction of the existing debt.
are offered for sale on the most reasonable notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased
great neatness, and appeared to be a remark en by Congress, the tract in dispute forms le
Fayetteville N, C. Observer.
terms.
and to all persons interested in said es
ably gentlemanlike and handsome young man. gally a part of the territory of Michigan. It
Kennebunk, April 10, 1835.
tate, by causing a copy of this order to
Prior to the commencement of any pro is therefore the duty of the President so
We understand on good authority that the
be published in the Kennebunk Gazette,
ceedings, Lawretfee rose and addressed the to consider it, and to protect, by all legal committee of the French Chamber of Depu
FEATHERS
printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three
Court to the following effect:—“ I am under and appropriate measures within his power, ties had at the last dates passed unanimously
OR sale by
weeks successively, that they may appear at
the protection of my father at home. The the jurisdiction and sovereignty of the United upon various items of the American claims,
MILLER & HALL.
a Probate Court to be holdeii at York, in said
throne of Great Britain and the throne of this States. In the present posture of affairs, as as not liable to any objection, which items,
April 14, 1835.
county, on the first Monday in May next, at
country of right belong to me. 1 am superi respects the executive and other officers of amount to over twenty seven millions of
of the clock in the forenoon; and shew
WAITED IMMEDIATELY. ten
or to this tribunal. I ask you to consider Ohio, the President can interfere only by re francs.—N. Y. Journal of Commerce.
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of*
whether you are safe in your course of pro monstrance and persuasion. If he should
C0P*es o^the HANDBILL, headed by said petition should not be granted.
ceedings.” Many other things to the like iJ consider the proceedings of the Executive
Virginia.—The Elections for Members of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register
sundry quotations from Scripture, ad
purpose said the prisoner, with great dignity j and other officers of M ichigan dangerous, he Congress and members of the State Legisla
A true copy—Attest,
dressed
to
the
citizens
of
Kennebunk,
and
and address of manner.
may, to a considerable extent, control them
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Judge Cranch reminded him that he would by the removal of such officers, as derive ture take place in Virginia in the course of circulated in this and the neighboring towns,
April 11.
the
present
month
—
they
are
held
on
the
sev

during the last month. Also, five complete
be heard through his Counsel and requested their offices from himself and the Senate. If
him to take his seat.
a crisis should arise, in which the ordinary eral Court days, and consequently at differ sets of the Handbills addressed to the peo At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,'
The Jurors were called, and severally power of the civil officers shall prove inade ent times in different counties. The friends ple of Kennebunk and circulated in this and
within and for the County of Yofk, on thd
the neighboring towns, previous to the Spring first Monday in April, in the year of our
sworn. When the first man took the book quate, it will be for the President to deter
and
opponents
of
the
administration
are
and Fall Elections, during the last two or
for the purpose of swearing, the prisoner rose mine, how far the circumstances of the case
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by
and said—“ Swear on that book but remem require him to employ the means placed in fighting hard battles. The result is doubtful. three years.
the Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
Any person who will gratuitously furnish
ber that I am King of England and of this i his hands, by the constitution and laws, for
said Court:
Connecticut.—The recent elections in one or more of these handbills will receive the
country, and will most assuredly punish you.” | the purpose of maintaining their supremacy.
N the petition of Samuel Allen and;
The’Court requested and finally command I It was, in pursuance of the advice of the At this State resulted in the choice of the Jack- hearty thanks of the advertiser. They may
Mary Allen, formerly Mary Johnson,
ed the prisoner to be silent and sit down, to torney General, that Messrs. Howard and 1 son candidate for Governor, by a majority of be left at the office of the Gazette.
administrators of the estate of Rufus Johnson^
The advertiser is exceedingly anxious to late of Wells, in said county, deceased, repre-5
which the prisoner replied “ I will not.”
Rush were appointed commissioners to pro
It soon became evident that the prisoner ceed to the disputed territory, and endeavor ! 2440 votes—the Jackson ticket for Members procure the several handbills above mention senting that the personal estate of said de
j
of
Congress
and
the
Jackson
candidates
for
was not to be intimidated. His Counsel per to arrange the matter in controversy.
ed. The public will in due time be informed ceased is Hot sufficient to pay the just debts
suaded him to sit down, and the Deputy Mar
Boston Dai. Adv. ' Lt. Governor, Secretary and Treasurer. The of the disposition which is made of them. He which he owed at the time of his death by
shal stood by him to keep him quiet.”
next State Legislature will contain a decided believes the object he has in view is a merito the sum of one hundred and four dollars and
[Mr. Key opened the case on the part of
Forty-four indictments have been found by jackgon majority—of the twenty-one Sena- rious one and he hopes his efforts to promote seven cents, and praying for a license to sell
____
Z . . ....
L.
IT CS > M<-a a > a 4I»
in
V
the prosecution. After recapitulating the cir- ,the grand
the public good, will be seconded by the lov and convey so much of the real estate of said
jury
ofP •the
U.
S. Circuit Court
in
cuinstances attending the assault, (which were I New Jersey, against persons belonging to Bar tors elected, 5 are whigs and 16 Jacksonmen, ers of good order of all parties.
deceased as may. be necessary for the payr>
published at the time of its occurrence and negat,
'
Kennebunk, April 17,1835.
ment of said debts and incidental charges ;
for plundering from the wrecks of ves-1 of the 208 members elect of the House, 80 are
are so well known to the public as to render seis
,
ORDERED—That the petitidnefs give no
recently stranded on that coast ; amoqg s whigs and 128 Jacksonmen. The “ Hartford
it unnecessary again to lay them before our those
(
tice thereof to the heirs of Said deceased, and
indicted were two Justices of the Peace Convention” federalists appear to be rallying
NEW
GOODS
readers,) he went into a “ statement of the law residing
j
to all persons interested in said estate, by
in the county of Monmouth.
around the administration in all quarters. -It
as settled in the trial of Hatfield for an attempt
! causing a copy of this order to? be pub
UST
received,
a
general
assortment
of
to kill the King of England, and of Arnold
Bell’s Messenger, of the 18th ult. states that would be ungrateful in them if they did not,
NEW GOODS; which will be sold on lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
for shooting at Lord Onslow. It was laid ,the whole Liverpool coast is strewed with for the ultras of the ‘ old federal party’ are
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
reasonable terms.
down in these cases, that every lunatic was wrecks of different vessels, owing to the hea the leaders of the Jackson party throughout
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
ISAAC FURBISH.
not exempt from accountability for his acts. vy gales lately prevalent. Men, women and
Court to be holden at York; in said county;
Kennebunk, April 11.
Some were accountable for their offences at children,
(
all along the coasr, were in a state of the country, and on them are conferred offi
on the first Monday in May next, at ten of
all times. He wished the Jury, in this case, constant
,
intoxication from rum which had been ces, emoluments and honors, While democrats
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
TO
LET,
to show all reasonable indulgence to the per- i (cast at their doors by the winds and waves. and the sons of democrats find no favor in
Z~¥NE half of a two story dwel- any they have, why the prayer of said petition
son arraigned. If he was under delusion of
not be granted.
the eyes of the ruling powers.
ling-house, with good out shouldAttest,
mind, and if the delusion originated the act,
Wm. Cutter Allen; Register
A French lady of rank lately died of hy
buildings and garden, convenient Atruecopy—Attest,
the whole community would rejoice at his drophobia, in consequence of allowing a fa
Bangor Banks.—The Banks in Bangor
for a family, in a central partof
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
acquittal on this ground. If they found on vorite lap dog to lick a pimple which she had
declared their semi-annual dividends, a few the town.
April 11.
the other hand, that he was a man of capri on her face.
Also, A store, within a few rods of the
days since, as follows :—Commercial, 5 per
cious humor, deluded on a particular subject,
TEN CENTS REWARD.
but committing this act from motives uncon
We understand that one of the new mem cent. ; Kenduskeag, 5 per cent. ; Mercantile, same. For further particulars enquire of
WILLIAM W. WISE.
nected with that subject, they would not per bers of Congress, elected from Connecticut, 4 per cent. ; Bank of Bangor, 2 percent. The
'<>ANAWAY from the sub-r
Kennebunk,
April
11,
1835.
mit the accused to protect himself under the is a Fanny Wright man. Ely Moore has
JOL scriber, on Sunday the 19th
last named bank has been in operation but a
plea of insanity.” He exhibited to the Jury company now.—N. Y. Star.
of'October last, an indented Ap*
short time and declared a dividend for the
the instruments which were usedin the at
IROJV
prentice to the Printing business,
tempt and showed that they were “ as well
by the name of HORACE KIM
time
that
it
has
been
in
operation.
The new Jackson Senator from Louisiana
WEDES and English Iron suitable for
selected and as well prepared for the purpose is called in the New York Jackson Times—
BALL. Said Runaway is now1
nearly 18 years of age, light com
wheel tire, for sale by the subscriber.
as any that could be devised.” He believed “ Sir Charles Gayarre.” We hope Sir
Kenodrank
ILyceiini.
plexion, dark eyes. Took with
WM. LORD.
there could be no doubt of the deadly hostili Charles may be induced to drop his title
The next meeting will be held at the Hall
him several articles of clothing to which he had
April 11, 1835.
ty of the prisoner’s intent. It was however when he gets among his “ democratic” breth of Union Academy, on Thursday evening
no legal right. The above reward will be paid
true, he added, that in many cases of disor ren at the Baltimore Convention, of which he next, (April 23,) commencing at 7 o’clock
to any person, who will secure the said Hor
dered intellect, there was observable a nice is to be a member.—Alexandria Gaz.
precisely. The evening will be occupied with
ace Kimball in any Gaol and give information
adaptation of means to ends. Mr. Key then
so that he may be brought to Justice, and all rea
Sir Charles and Gen. Ripley, one a Senator a debate on the question—“ ought capital
proceeded to the examination of the witness
charges paid. He is supposed to b©
punishment to be abolished ?”
t QUANTITY of Baltimore Howard sonable
es and fully proved the facts alleged in the and the other a member of Congress froth
sculking about Boston or its vicinity.
Louisiana, are both delegates to the Office
51
street
Flour,
for
sale
by
WM.
LORD.
All
persons
are forbid harbouring, trusting of
opening.]
HYMENEAL
Kennebunk, April 10.
employing said Runaway, as they would avoid
“ Mr. Brent, Attorney for the prisoner, then Holders’ Convention.—Portland Adv.
the penalties of the law, being determined to»
produced testimony shewing that, for three
MARRIED—In Waterborough, Mr. Nahum
TEN CENTS REWARD. prosecute any person known to employ him.
“ How to raise the wind.”—Under this cap
years past, Richard Lawrence, the prisoner,
Thompson, to Miss Lucinda Whitten.
JAMES K. REMICH.
has been deranged on a particular subject,— tion, the U. S. Telegraph copies from an Illi
In York, Mr. James Carter, to Miss Miranda,
Kennebunk, March 19, 1835.
Z
TJANAWAY from the subfancying himself to be King of England and nois paper an account of a little manœuvre of daughter of the late Samuel Bragdon, Esq.
scriber, on the 13th March
of the United States, and that this delusion the Van Burenites of that State. They have
In Milton, Mr. David Clapp, Jr. publisher of
GRASS SEED.
inst., an indented apprentice by
has effected an entire change in his deport had the cunning to get a law passed requiring the “ Boston Medical and Surgical Journal,” to
notice
of
all
stray
cattle
in
that
prairie
state
to
the name of Gilbert T. WebPRIME lot of Eastern Grass Seed, Cío-*
ment and habits. He was formerly moral, in
Miss Mary Elizabeth,daughter of Mr. Atherton
BER« Said Gilbert is 19 years of
ver, Herds Grass and Red Top for safe
dustrious, frugal, and remarkably modest and be published in the Illinois Advocate, a Van Tucker.
age, of light complexion, blue
by
MILLER & HALL,
amiable. But since the fall of’32 he has be Buren paper, recently established at Jackson
eyes. Said boy has had no prov
April 9, 1835.
OBITUARY.
come negligent of business, and violent to a ville. This is with the double purpose of giv
ocation to be dissatisfied and has been led to
dangerous degree, in his conduct. It was ing the paper a larger circulation (it is now
DIED—In Wells, 28th ult. Mary M., only the course he has pursued by an idle, restive,
proved that he was always sober, both before small) and at the same time raising a fund for
NOTICE.
and since his derangement, and that he had electioneering purposes. The stratagems of daughter of Nicholas Gilman, Esq. aged 16 vagrant disposition.
these
Van
Buren
men
to
rob
the
people
have
years.
All ship owners and masters are forbid em
E, the subscribers, having been appoint
always been retiring, reserved and unsocial.
In Buxton, 25th ult. Lucinda L., daughter of ploying him on board their vessels, and Tin
ed by the Hon. William A. Hayes?
Half a dozen medical men testified, in sub no end.—Augusta Jour.
Mr. Martin Foss, aged 13 years.
Judge of Probate of Wills, &c., within and
stance, that they believed that he was insane ;
In Ipswich, 11th inst. suddenly, Mr. Nath’l Plate Workers or any other persons whatever
are forbid harboring, trusting or employing for the County of York, to receive and ex
Incendiaries Apprehended.—The Cincinnati Treadwell, Jr., innholder.
and that he was unable to discriminate be
tween right and wrong in a case connected Gazette states that the ringleaders of a gang
In Portland, Mr. James R. Bussell, aged about him in any wray or manner whatever, as they amine the claims of creditors to the estate of
would avoid the penalty of the law, as I am
JOSHUA JOHNSON,
with his morbid delusion : and that if the act of robbers and incendiaries which have in 60 years.
of assaulting the President was connected fested that city for several months past, have gBXiMffiL /4W-PWIHMII M HIWWI determined to prosecute any person known to late of York, in said county, yeoman, de
employ said runaway apprentice.
ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give
with the subject of his delusion, he was not been apprehended and imprisoned for trial.
SHIP NEWS.
All persons are forbid harboring or trusting notice, that six months are allowed to said
to be considered as morally accountable for Their names are William Doty, Hugh L.
KENNEBUNK,
APRIL
18,
1835.
him on my account, as I shall pay no debts creditors to bring in and prove their claims?
Dougherty, and Presley F. Neville.
the act.”
of his contracting.
and that we shall attend that service, at the
[The case was submitted without argu
MEMORANDA.
The above reward will be paid to any per Office of Charles O. Emerson, Esq. in said
ment by the Counsel on either side.]
More Proscription.—Oliver Pollard, Esq.,
Saco, April 10.—Ar. sch. Echo, Jordan, Bos son who will return said Runaway, but no
York, on the last Saturday of April inst. and
The Chief Judge handed to the Jury, the (whig) Postmaster of Centre Minot, has been ton ; 11th, schs. Dorcas-Hawes, Dennis ; Medo
on the last Saturdays of the five following
case of Hatfield, and instructed them, if they removed,and Mr. Packard (a Jackson man of ra, Gloucester ; Susan, do. ; Elizabeth, Boston ; charges.
JESSE LARRABEE.
months, from two to four o’clock, P. M.
believed the prisoner to be insane, to find course) appointed in his place. Pretty pro Hope, Gloucester; Two-Sisters, Cohasset; On
Kennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
Dated at York, the 9th day of?
their verdict in the words of the Jury in that ceedings these in a free government I Big ly-Daughter, Dennis; 13th, schs. Fame, New
April, A. D. 1835.
$
case.
otry, illiberality and proscription characterise buryport ; Envoy, Mary & Betsey, and George
ill
saws
and
grindstones
JOSEPH S. CLARK.
The Jury retired for about ten minutes, Jacksonism, as they characterised the dark Washington.
just received and for sale by
Sailed from St. Johns, P. R. 1st ult. sch. Clara
JOSEPH P. JUNKINS.
when they returned with the following ver ages. Why should not a man’s political
william lord.
dict, being the same with that which was opinions be as free as his religious opinions ? Fisher, Littlefield, Guyarna.
Ar.
at
Mobile,
21st
ult.
brig
Brutus,
Gould,
Kennebunk, April 11.
rendered in Hatfield’s case, viz : “ nbt guilty
Portland Adv.
and sch. Packet, Blaisdell, from Boston.
.J
MILLER & HALL,
according to the indictment,—the prisoner
Ar. at Boston, April 9, barque Com. Morris,
April 9, 1835.
laboring under insanity at the time of the act.”
Perkins,
New
Orleans,
15th,
Pass,
I7th
ult.
Small Bills.—A writer in the Hancock
At Havana, 26th ult. brig Watchman, Patter
Advertiser thinks the small bill law is in vio
D. RE MICH
WHEEL TIRE.
The Legislature of Massachusetts adjourn lation of the general law on Banking,—and son, Boston—ar. day before.
Ar. at Havre, 9th ult. barque Diantha, Wil JJAS just received bis Spring assortment ol
ed, on Wednesday of last week, to the 2d of quotes sections to prove it.
NGLISH & Swedes Iron for Tire, from
liams, New Orleans.
September.
Cid. at Boston, 10th, ship Neva, Nowell, Ha
1^ to 3 inches wide, also 6 inch Tire?
GARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS,
Kennebec River open at last.—The ice at vana and Europe ; barque Nimrod, Durrill,New
for wide Wheels, for sale by
from
the
New
England
Seed
Store,
Boston,
In Ellsworth, Me. a cash tax has been this place broke up on Friday the 10th inst., Orleans.
MILLER & HALL.
Ar. at Boston, 13th, brig Mexico, Lord, from warranted of the growth of 1834.
adopted for the repair and construction of but jammed at Hallowell, and did not go out
Kennebunk, April 10,1835,
Kennebunk,
March
20,1835.
New Orleans, 15th, SW Pass, 18th ult.
clear till Saturday.—Augusta Jour.
roads.
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j17b ths Hon. the Justices of the Gouri of OomRemaining in the Post Office at JVorth-Ber- JI mon Pleas, to be begun and holden at Alfred,
for and within the County of York, on the
wick, Me. March 31, 1835.
(p-BOTANICAL DROPS!
[From the Southern Literary Mess., of March.] At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
| second Monday of February, 1835.
one of the most efficacious compounds
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
in and for the county of York, on the first -T°HN APPLEBEE, Jr., John Abbott,' Tl ™BLY SHEW, Jacob Jeffery, Samu- Il'S
TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD.
i in the Malerta Medica, for the cure of
There’s a tuneful river,
Monday in April, in the year of our 7
nora
Berwick,—Saloma C. Brackett, Berwick,
e., fSery’ Isaac Jeffei7, Ebenezer that class of inveterate diseases produced by
In Erin’s Isle.—
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the HonftW*. «Saloma Baker, Berwick, Henry Bedwell, Mo- •*e^ery»
of Kennebunk-rport, in said CounWhere the sunbeams quiver
orable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said\'f.
! ses, Elisha or Reuben Bennet,—Eleazer ty» Benjamin Jeffery of Portland, in our an impure state of the blood, and a vitiated
In silvery smile ;
Court:
¡Chick, Berwick, William Chadbourn, 2, bounty of Cumberland, Sally Moote bf Saco, habit of the body, and usually exhibiting
Where the leayes that fall
OSIAH GILMAN, executor of the last! YX«7„.L.
I
j,—Alanson Dougherty,—Alvin
County 61 York, and Stephen Smith theiHsblves in the forms of Scrofula, Salt
’Neath the autumn sky,
will of Mary Sayward,]^ o£ York, in EmervXunci, benjami
Emery, Berwick, Benjamin Ela — Oliver Fur- aDil
wif«
»aid Stepben in her Rheum, Leprosy, Si. Anthony’s Fire, Fever
Grow gem-like all,
““¿7 / y’ W‘dSW’ ,le<77i’.ha''"‘ii' ',.re- nal.1,4, Abigail Furiaia,
„„.a,------------------And never die ;
1. John Furbish,
—
of the------City-----------of Albany,
County ofAlb*- Sores, (even when the bones are affected,)
' Giluatiick.
i. rt-t . • i“f-.
nv8,11,0
Sliiti»
ntf IMat-v
seated his second account of administration Gooigo Gelcbel, Btrwick, Joseuii
“fNew
York, haira
heirs ni'
of Benjamin Jfhite Swellings, (if applied with Dr. Jebb’s
And such is the stream, by truth enlightened,
ot the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
Tnat leaves the breast by wisdom brightened,
H. J. M. P. R. ’
*
Jeffery,, late of Kennebunk-port, deceased, Liniment,) Foul and obstinate Ulcers, Sore
Where even the joys that the storms dissever,
’ORDERED,
—That
h
. the said
.iiexecutor•'give
Ezra Hanson, Nathaniel Hooper, Berwick, bitestaUj, that they are seized in fee simple
Are turned to gems that glow forever.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a John
Rerwick, Daniel Ilodwton, Salvitenant» in common of on« undivided Legs and Eyes, Scaldhead in Children,
copy of this order to be published three weeks ; na Hatch, Olive Hardin, Berwick, John M.! fiith P»« of tb® following parcel or tract of Scurvy and Scorbutic Gout, Pimpled or
There’s a darkling tide
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, prim-. Hanson, John Hammond,—George Johnson, land» »«u«ted in Ketmebunk-port, in said Carbuncled Faces, Festering Eruptions
In the Indian clime,
p Morrell, Berwick, John Manuinff County, bounded and described as follows : and Venereal Taints throughout the body,
ed at Kennebunk, in said county, that they j
By whose herbless side
may appear at a Probate Comr to be held Martha Manning, Berwick —Isaiah F puiia*1 ® ^fii*in lot of land containing about eighty in which last case the drops often cure when
There’s a sulphery slime—
at
York,
in
said
conntv.
nn
th«
first
•*
.. P •, . ? <
county, on the
Monday ton, Berwick, Mary Pejrkü;^,—John J
To the flower that it touches,
Robinson, acre», boo mied on the northerly side by land Mercury fails.
They are also the best
in May next, at ten of the clock in the fore Berwick.
A scorching wave,—
j Lbeaeser Emmons, on the westerly side Spring and Autumnal physics to purify
noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
To the bird that approaches,
S. T. W.
I by land
Cieopa» Smith, on the southerly
and cleanse the system from humors which
A weltring grave :—
why the said account should not be allowed.
A. Shorey, Berwick, Amma Stewart, Mary !
se,R’ onT tbe southwesterly side by
And such are the waters of bitterness rising
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
frequently appear at these seasons of the
Stacy,
—
Reuben
Twamldv,
Berwick,
Ephi
,
nd
c
*
Jonathan
Jeffery,
on
tbe
northeasterly
la the desert bosom of dark disguising ;
A true copy,—Attest,
year. They also aid the process of diges
side
by
land
6f
Eliakim,
Ebenezer
and
Ezeki

raim
Twambly,
Eliza
Tucker
Berwick,
—
John
L
’
1
And the birds of joy, and the flowers of feeling,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Must perish, wherever that wave is stealing.
II. Wentworth, Berwick, Ichabod Went- el Emmons and on the easterly side by little tion, and by purifying the blood, prevent the
April IL
river, (so called,) with persons unknown to secretion of malignant humors on the lungs.
worth.-^d.
your Petitioners, that they cannot possess, oc The Proprietor confidently relies upon the
M.
HUBBARD,
P.
M.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk,
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
cupy and improve their said part in said vast number of surprising cures effected by
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
premises to any advantage, while the same these Drops, not only in Boston and its viAMERICAN TEMPERANCE SOCIE Monday of April, in the year of our Lord
TY.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk, lay in common and undivided as aforesaid, cinity, but throughout the union, for the best
but wholly lose the profits thereof: Where
h may per'haps be doubted, whether any, Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
March 31, 1835.
fore they pray that notice may issue in due proof of their excellence as an unfailing AL
of
said
Court
:
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
I f. ' oient enterprise was ever prosecuted
terative Medicine, in all the cases aboy<»
form
of law and that their said part may
CLARK, Charles Cousins, Ivory Chad- set off and assigned to them in severalty. be specified.
wiih such spirit and energy, as has marked KTATHAN D. APPLETON, named Exec• bourn, Shoris Cate, Humphrey Chad
th.-1 progress of the Temperance cause.— -LN utor in a certain instrument purporting
JACOB JEFFERY,
This article has recently been pronounced
to be the last will and testament of Richard
Only a few years ago, and men in every Bean, late of Waterborough, in said county, bourn,— Charles Day, Rufos Day, Miss Eu
SAMUEL JEFFERY,
by a physician of the first respectability,
nice Dorman,—Benjarpin Elwell,—Isaac Fur
ISAAC JEFFERY,
rank in life, were sustaining by their exam yeoman, deceased, having presented the same bish,—E. E. Gould, Miss Sally Grant, Miss
who bad witnessed its surprising efficacy,
EBENEZER
JEFFERY,
ple, in a thousand ways, the use of ardent for probate :
as entitled, in his opinion, to take the lead’of
Mary Gubtail.
BENJAMIN JEFFERY,
ORDERED—That the said executor
spirit. Ministers and churches, lawyersand
ILL J. K. L. M.
all the popular articles known for the above
SALLY MOORE,
physicians, the manufacturer and the farmer, give notice to all persons interested, by caus
Enoch Hardy, Stephen Hutchins, Miss
complaints, and indeed it is fast gaining this
STEPHEN
SMITH,
¿he tradesman and the laborer, were uncon ing a copy of this order to be published three, Rebecca Hodskins,—John Jones,—Kenne
point in public
’ ” estimation,
’
’
*
throughout
the
LYDIA
SMITH,
sciously giving character to a custom which weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga bunk Gazette, Edmund Kassin, Charles W. By their Att’y, A. G. GOODWIN.
country.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Kimball,—William Lord, G. & 1. Lord, Miss
was filling the land with widows and or
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
phans, and embittering the happiness of York, in said county, on the first Monday of Susan D. Lord, 2, Amos Lunt, Miss Olive
STATE OF MAINE.
Littlefield,—Mrs. Jane H. Moore, Miss Pris
thousands and tens of thousands of the fam May next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, cilla Morrill.
York, ss....Cowri of Common Pleas, at Alfred,
ilies of our land. But now bow changed ! and shew cause, if any they have, why the
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
February term, 1835.
The true spirit of moral enterprise has said instrument should not be proved, ap
Miss Harriet Osgood,—Proprietors of Ken
N the foregoing Petition the Court order
shown itself in the efforts which have been proved and allowed, as the last will and testa nebunk Meeting-house,—John Robinson,—
that the Petitioners notify all persons For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Listless
David Smith, 2, Joshua Smith, Jeremiah
interested in the premises, by causing said peness,

made to stay the progress of the great de ment of the said deceased.
Headache, Costiveness, Flatulence,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Smith, Mrs. Sarah Sterns.
tition and this order thereon, to be published
stroyer. And we rejoice to hear, that the
Cholic, Bilious Affections, fyc.
A true copy—hjiest,
T. U. V. W. X. Y. X
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
zeal displayed in hunting from the world,
O comment on the efficacy of these
Wm. Cutter Allen. Register.
B. H. Tripp, Ervin Tripp, Mrs. Olive Gazette, a newspaper printed at Kennebunk,
April 11.
this foster-parent of almost every abomina
Pills, after a successful experience of
Watts.—39.
the last publication to be thirty days at least
tion and vice, has not begun to abate.
many
years
in England and America has
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
before the term of this Court to be held at
We understand, that the /American Tem At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, within
Alfred, aforesaid, on the last Monday of May established their reputation, is needless:
andfor the county of York, on the first Mon
perance Society propose now to make an
. MOT
EETTEES
next, that all such persons may then and there Suffice it to observe, that for] redundancy of
day in April, in the year of our Lord Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer Bile, Flatulence, Costiveness, Headache,
abstract of their several annual Reports,
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
port, April 1, 1834.
of said petition should not be granted.
omitting what is merely of local and tempo
&c. &c. they will undoubtedly prove far
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
B. d. h. l.
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
rary interest, and embodying only the great
more serviceable than those drastic purges
said Court :
OSEPH BURNHAM, Owen Burnham,—
A true copy of said Petition and order too frequently employed, and will not only
principles, and the substance of that great
ATHANIEL JEFFERDÖ,. guardban of
William Drown,—Clement Huff, Abner thereon.
,
at the,Sadie lime tend to remove the offend
mass of facts, which for five years has been — - Julia Ann Ross, a minor, and child of
Huff, Amos Huff’, Jacob Huff,—Joseph Lit Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
accumulating.
ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen
James M. Ross, late of Kennebunk, in said tlefield, Theodore L. Stevens.
March 14.
One Report is mainly intended to set county, deceased, having presented his first
the digestive organs, but improve the appe
‘N. S. T. W.
account of guardianship ofhis said ward for
Capt. Edmund Nason,—Cleopas Smith,—
forth the fact, that it is wicked to drinic.
tite and renovate the system.
Daniel Tripp,—Miss Almedia Wormwood,
Another, that it is wicked to make or allowance :
Price 50 cents.
ORDERED—That the said guardian Mrs. Lydia Wells.
furnish in any way intoxicating drinks.
[Price reduced to 25 cente.]
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
A third, that it is wicked to make or ing a copy of this order to be published three
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
DR. RELFE’S
cation. See directions.
continue laws of licensure, which give, as it weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
VEGETABLE
SPECIFIC,
LORD CABOT.
HE character of this celebrated Oint
were, legislative sanction to the odious traf zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
For Sick Headache, ^c. Price 50 cents.
fllHlS
beautiful
and
thorment
stands
unrivalled
for
being
a
safe,
fic.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
Ok
ough bred young Blood
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
A Fourth is taken up with a develop held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
^ior3e’ ,s
an elegant darkj disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
first
Monday
in
August
next,,
at
*ten
ot
the
ment of the principles of divine government,
Chesnut color, with a star, i pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable arTO THE ASTHMATIC N CONSUMPTIVE.
which are violated by using, furnishing, or clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par-1 tide for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains,
they have, why the said account should not
in any way sanctioning the use of the dead be allowed.
tially whitebelowf the
pastern joints,
joints. ne
He j j Thk well known
BITTERS,
me pastern
wb JAUNDICE
diuk j»iT
rrjERS, P | ABE most prevalent and fatal of all the
diseases incident to civilized society
was 6 years old in June last
'
T~:
;w 15
hands high , which are so eminently useful for removing JL
ly poison.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Jaundice
and
Billions complaints.
—the Consumption—may generally be tra
with a grqat share of bpiie and‘ muscle.
His alland
all Jaundice
Billions
complaints.
The abstract will make a volume of about A true copy,—Attest,
r
-,v
- the
- ............
- horse American A fresh supply is just received, and for sale bu
Grandsire
was
unrivalled
ced to the least alarming of disorders, a
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
400 pages ; and will contain four addresses.
Rff TDQV that
m 1T1VT T’TT T TTN
E
clipse, that was sold tkn
the Inc-.*
last season, at the
April
11.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
slight but neglected Cold ! By estimation,
1. To persons who use spirits even in
age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
it appears that ON? hundred and fifty
the most moderate way.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within in Dinwiddle County, Virginia, for the use of Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
thousand persons die annually of the Con
2. To those who furnish it to others who
and for the county of York, on the first mares, at $W0 the season. His Dam by the and
Henshaw &
Co. Delano
& Whitney,
Hastings,
----------------------_ _
....... .
M
aOu.,S51
use it,
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord celebrated Morgan Hor^e. She would trot J Marsh & Co. VV. G. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P. sumption. Most of these dreadful results
in Boston,
and all orders to may be attributed to common Colds, and a
eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds, Hall
l,''u and
""i others,
~‘L“" Druggists
----- ’ ......
..........................
3. To the ministers of tlire Gospel.
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is be addressed to Jesse Daniell, &, Co. Dedham, Mass. negligent treatment of the harrassing Cough
4. To members of Christian churches^
said Court :
now valued high for a brood mare.
that generally ensues, which is usually fol
This volume will constitute a digest of the
TAKE NOTICE.
OSIAH BRAGDON, Guardian ofNath'l
lowed by difficult breathing, pain in the side,
great leading principles of the cause, and
LORD
CABOT
HE
subscriber,
having
contracted
with
Grant, a minor ami child of Theodore
the most stirring facts, which its progress Grant, late of York, in said county, yeoman, Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the
the overseers of the poor of the town and at last Ulcerated Lungs. Violent and
repeated
Asthmatic attacks also bring on
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong

has brought to light. It is intended then to deceased, having presented his first account present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
place a copy of it in the hand of every of Guardianship of his said ward for allow at the usual lbw price of Seven Dollars, ing to said town, for the term of one year from .Consumptive symptoms. Qne or two doh
to insure a foal. AH Mfues disposed of with date hereof, anti having made provision for lars expended in the purchase of
preacher of the Gospel in the United States, ance :
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har DR. RELFE’S ASTHMATIC PILLS,
ORDERED—That the said Guardian in a year, will be charged as with foal.
supposed to be about 12,000; of every law
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
boring or supporting any of said paupers on and a little attention to their timely admin
yer, about 9,000 ; of every physician, about give notice to all persons interested, by
Saco, March, 1885.,
his account.
istration, will usually ensure a mitigation of
13,000 ; of every Secretary of a Temper causing a copy ofthis order to be published
JAMES HOBBS.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
these disorders, and generally effect a cure.
W
e
the
undersigned
having
known
Lord
ance Society, about 8,000 ; of every Le Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro
The Pills are also an easy and effectual rem
gislator. about 4,000 ; of every young man ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court
nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
edy for the symptoms preceding and ac
NOTICE.
in the public seminaries of learning, about to be held at York, in said county, on the and well deserving the patronage of the pub
P’lpHE subscriber having contracted with companying the Asthma and Consumption.
11,000;—in all our steam-boats,—in all first Monday in May next, at ten of the lic.
Rufus Banks,
JL the town of Kennebunk, to support the For colds, coughs, difficulty of breathing,
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
our canal-boats, and in all our vessels.
Stephen Littlefied,
poor
of said town for one year, hereby gives tightness and strictures across the chest,
they
have,
why
the
said
account
should
J
ere
.
M
illikin
.
From this volume, it is proposed also to
notice that he has made suitable provision for wheezing, pain in the side, spitting of blood,
April 4.
4m.
prepare a still more condensed view of thé not be allowed.
them at the town Work-House, and hereby &c. Few cases can occur of any of this
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
whole subject, bringing into the space of
A true copy,—Attest,
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any class of disorders, in which the purchasers
Temperance
Hymn
Book.
about 100 pages, and making of it a manual
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter of Dr. Relfe’s Pills will not find a rich re
March 21.
to be placed in the hands of every young
mined to pay no bill for their support.
COLLECTION of Hymns, for Temperturn for their trifling expenditure. Price
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
man in our country. We have about
ance Meetings, published by the Coun
whole boxes, 30 Pills, $1 ; halfdo. 12 Pills,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
1,000,000 between the ages of ten and
cil of the Massachusetts Temperance Society.
50 cts.
N Wednesday morning last, on the road
twenty-eight. It is also intended to estab
leading from Kennebunk to Saco, a Just received and for sale by
FARM
FOR
SALE
“
lish depositories at all the principal inlets to
‘
D. REMICH.
Bead Work-Bag, containing about twelve
f|!HE subscriber offers for sale
TO THE
Kennebunk, Feb. 21, 1835.
the country, and to put a copy of the manual dollars in money ; a handkerchief, marked
mWi® J*- his Farm, consisting of ain every family of emigrants, that may come with the name of the owner ; a pair of silver
^0Ut seventy acres of good land,
among us. And then to obtain the names bowed spectacles, a pair of gloves, &c. Any
anil S0UND Teeth are both
GRASS
SEED.
situated in Alewive, (so called,) in
v V an ornament and a blessing. The
of about 1000 prominent and influential person finding the above will be generously
LOVER & HERDS GRASS Seed of■ Kennebunk.—Said Farm is under a good
men in every country in the world, and rewarded by leaving it at the office of the Ga
prime quality, for sale by
state of cultivation and averages about thirty best security for their advantage is to be
zette and Palladium.
send a copy to each. Thus war is to be
tons of hay annually.—There is on the same found in the use of the
WILLIAM
LORD.
Kennebunk, March 28, 1835.
Kennebunk, March 12, 1835.
a good double two story dwelling-house, well
BRITISH ANTISEPTIC DEJTTRIFICE.
waged with this demon of death, until he is
finished, with a wood and chaise house.—
This elegant Tooth Powder, with a very
baqished from the earth.
DISCOURSE on the Atonement, deliv
Also a barn which has been recently built.
little use, eradicates the Scurvy in the gums,
ered at the ordination of the Rev. Amos
Will this be done ? Let him, who doubts
The above Farm is pleasantly situated—a- and prevents the accumulation of Tarter,
D. Wfieeler, over the first Church and Parish
it, inform himself of what has already been
QUANTITY of Flour just received bout three miles from the village of Kenne which not only blackens, but loosens the
accomplished by those, who have been en at Standish, Maine, Jan. 14th, 1835, by An
bunk.—Any person wishing to purchase is
and for sale by the subscriber.
gaged in this noble enterprise. The circu drew P.,Peabody, Pastor of the South Church
invited to call and examine the premises, teeth, and accelerates their decay. The
WILLIAM LORD.
and Society, Portsmouth, N. H.
lation of such facts as are contained in their
when the terms of sale will be made known. Dentrifice thus removes the prevailing caus
Kennebunk, March 12, 1835.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
es of offensive breath, preserves the healthi
report have led 4,000 distillers to abandon
JOSEPH TAYLOR.
April 11.
ness and floridness of the gums, and renders
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
their works ;—10,000 merchants to relin
QA DOZ. Writing Books and Manuscripts—
the
teeth beautifully white. Price 50 cents.
ruled
and
unruled,
manufactured
of
quish their traffic ; —have caused the organ
FISH FOR SALE.
superior papter ;
ization of 23 State temperance societies ;
QT^None
are genuine unless signed on
OR sale by the subscriber, about thirty
he boston academy’s col
and of more than 8,000 societies in smaller
the outside printed wrapper by the sole Pro
quintals good Cod Fish. For further 20 doz. Memorandum Books, of various sizes
lection
OF
CHURCH
MUSIC
:
and qualities ;
particulars enquire of
districts, containing, it is supposed, 1,500,prietor, T. Kidder, immediate successor
consisting of the most popular Psalm and
A handsome assortment of Yellow, Opaque
CHARLES GOODWIN.
Hymn Tunes, Anthems, Sentences, Chants, to the late Dr. )V. T. Conway. For sale,
000 members. More than 1200 vessels
and
Russia
Quills
;
Steel
Pens
;
Kennebunk-port, March 20, 1835.
&c., old and new ; together with many beau at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
sail without spirits, and more than 12,000,
English Writing Ink;
tiful Pieces, Tunes and Anthems, selected street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
who were drunkards once, now drink no
American Black and Red do ;
from the Masses and other works of Haydn, by his special appointment, by
more.
Ink-powders ; Crayons ;
Writing and Letter paper—a great variety— Mozart, Beethoven, Pergolesi, Righini, Che
If such things have resulted from the very
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
rubini, Romberg, Winter, Weber, Nageli,
AAA ANTED immediately by the subscriber,
by the quire or ream ;
partial circulation, comparatively, of these
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
a lad from 14 to 15 years of age, as an Writing and Letter paper—ruled to every Ku bier, and other distinguished composers,
facts, what may we not expect from their apprentice to the Tailoring Business.—Any
arranged and adapted to Epglish words ex
pattern usually enquired for.
universal circulation ; when every man one wishing to learn the trade will find good
pressly tor this work : including, also, origin
BOOKS.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
who speaks in public, in the pulpit, at the encouragement on application to
al compositions, by German, English and ■jpl RUND’S Elements of Chemistry ;
Kennebunk, March 21, 1835.
American authors. Published undpr the di- aJT Blake’s Astronomy ;
JAMES B. N; GOULD.
bar, in the Legislative assemblies ; when
Kennebunk, March 20,1835.,
of ^l Boston Academy of Music. Grund’s Natural Philosophy—a new edition?
every young man in our land shall be in
MOTE LOST.
llw list of Anthems, Pieces and Hymns, is Smith’s Arithmetic—a new edition ;
possession of facts, principles and appeals,
NOTICE.
very full, and of the most interesting char- Smith’s Productive Grammar ;
’
whose legitimate tendency will be to make
OST by the subscriber, a note of hand acter. The Work is issued in accordance ! Academical Speaker ; Young Orator:
ANTED immediately, a smart active
each and all, until death, the firm friends
against
S
olomon
D
iiown
,
for
fifty-one
young man, to peddle Tin Ware.
with one of the principal objects of the In-1 Worcester’s School Dictionary •
and advocates of total abstinence.
dollars—there was endorsed on the backstitution,
of'
On Hand, A Large Assortment of
that of aiding in the improvement Putnam’s Series of Reading Books ;
Rel. Magazine.
”
”
moif Hoxaow wabe, said note, twenty dollars. Any person find-1 ot our Church Music; and it is believed, from Pierpont’s ”
ing said note and returning it to the subscri-; the means and opportunities which have Child at Home; Young Christian:
cast of the very best of iron, and every way a her, shall be rewarded for their trouble. All |
¡.been at command, for supplying a work cal- Corner Stone ; Mother at Home.
We areapt to value ourselves more in ; Bo^on prices?16 ’ at wholesale or retail at persons are forbid purchasing said note, as i culated to this end, that their efforts will be
A further supply of the above popular
,
_
i
payment
is
stopped.
exposing the faults of others, than in cor-1
successful to a high degree. The work is for works this day received and for sale by
LEVI P. HILLARD.
JOSEPH THOMPSON. hale
by
D. REMICH.
p. REMlCHk
reeling our own.
| March 2,1835.
Kennebunk-port, March 12,1835.
‘ Kennebunk, March 21,1835.
Kennebunk, March 16,1835.
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hotb:

Hot I feds, we are
little employed by fa
would e employ them, '
knew h w to constr
them. hhe expense
. .
are empiiyed tqjaise
£ë~ plants
Iycabbi:|r.
, , ai
to bring forward plan
product,;!^ tomatoes,
ers, fee;) and whic
planted lito the oper
as the se^son will pe
of hot bdjs, under c
ment, sa Ids may be
in April or May, cu
and Ju lie and cat
plants i May, or <
There is i|o specific n
hot bed, i|et we will
tions as ikll enable t
make an ixperiment o
Thefi it thing is to
sashes w deh are usui
long by or 4 inches
consist o oa stout fram
with five ejngitudinal 2
for the g »ss to rest u|
cross piei:<ies, so that e
tain six scrips of glass
which la It slightly to t
These i be the most
though tl I size is not
ever mayiibe the size
frame generally made *
provided gio fit two or
with stripi|r running froi
for the : Sash to slid
frame miray be from
on the bxk
:
side, an
less in frlfiht, so as to
when on iii(a slope near
with the 11jysof theme
ing thus j$ frame and s
the forme i( in the plac
the hot be^, mark out a
round, the irframe 8 to
take out t le earth froi
space to lie depth of
and fill t' is with unft
dung, se earated and e
ted with ! fork, and ra
least 18 tches above
the groudj. Putontc
and the | (ass, and in
rapid fen mentation will
two or th éedays, the
covered ^-ithfourto ^
earth, a;
aid if cucumbi
to be plat (ed, a hole si
the manu under eacl
six inches ! for the hills
of earth n^y be, ten 01
Wheneve' fthe violence
sufficient! | subsided, ’
4wo or thi lie days more
planted, which will
ground in p4 or 48 hou
be taken raise the u|
sash occa ionally, to le*
a>r, and t . draw them |
after the plants
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are
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plants fr
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